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Editors’ notes
The year 2020 has been a year like no other. It began with the devastating Black Summer
bushfires that burnt millions of hectares of Australian bush. It was late in January, while the
smell of bushfire smoke still hung in the air, when co-editors, Jo from Melbourne and Tamara
based in Sydney, met face-to-face for the first time to discuss plans for this edition. At that
time we decided it would be appropriate to have ADEM as a themed issue with contributions
focussed on ways drama education can respond to what seemed to be the most pressing issue
of the time, climate change and environmental sustainability. Shortly after, we put out the call
for contributions, but within weeks the world began to change dramatically in other ways.
COVID-19 had reached our shores and we faced the reality of a global pandemic. Soon much
of the country was physically isolating or in lockdown, and the live theatre industry was
particularly impacted. Teachers quickly pivoted in response to this to deliver curriculum
remotely, with Drama teachers taking some remarkable turns, drawing creatively on all their
resources to make the remote learning experience meaningful for Drama students. Around
the world the pandemic highlighted tensions and inequalities in relation to society, health,
environment and the economy. The Black Lives Matter movement went global with many
voices joining the fight for racial justice. As the world changed, we realised our ADEM theme
would need to change, which led us to Our Changing World 2020.
Remarkably, amidst all of the turmoil of this year, drama educators from around the country
answered the call, and sent their contributions to ADEM in thoughtful response to their
changing drama world in 2020.
Drama teachers and industry professionals have written about the changes in education
brought about by the pandemic. In the first article in this edition, fifteen drama educators share
their pedagogical problems and possibilities in an era of global uncertainty, swiftly moving to
teach Drama online. These responses were collected and edited by Mary Mooney and Jane
Simmons, and Jane provides a further article describing the challenges, from a Department of
Education perspective, of moving Drama imaginatively into the digital space. Jodie Jurgs’ article
focuses on what has been learnt through this period of great pedagogical change in Drama, and
strategies and technologies we might continue to fold into our practice post-pandemic.
A groundswell of support for the Black Lives Matter movement in 2020 has put a focus on racism,
the need for decolonisation and decentring whiteness in the arts industry. Through sharing her
own powerful stories, Rachael Jacobs reminds us of insidious racism that can occur in Drama,
and the important on-going need to commit to being anti-racist in our drama teaching. Also
beginning with his own story, Doug Cronin provides a way forward by presenting anti-racist,
ethical storytelling approaches in an article that explains how we can flip the storytelling
pyramid of power.
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For Early Years students, Olivia Karaolis evocatively describes her use of puppets to explain
COVID-19 and social isolation to young children in a way that makes them feel safe. She
generously provides tried and tested strategies for teachers to use puppets for student social
and emotional wellbeing.
With fewer national and international companies touring during the pandemic, Matthew Aris
imagines an opportunity for moving school productions into professional performance spaces.
His article outlines important considerations, focussing on inclusive and mutually beneficial
partnerships between industry and education.
Two final contributions are drama workshop plans for primary and middle years. Whale
Dreaming has been designed by Helen Sandercoe in consultation with Kevin ‘Gavi’ Duncan,
a Kamilaroi Aboriginal artist and Elder from the NSW Central Coast, and draws on drama to
explore the connection between people and the natural environment. Finally, Tim Phillips
takes inspiration from Shaun Tan’s book, The Red Tree, to create three drama workshops
focussed on social and emotional learning for young learners, harnessing drama and the arts
for building resilience and hope in these times of change.
As well as innovative and engaging teaching practice in the classroom, a regular feature of
ADEM has been the snapshots of our year in review of all the drama associations around
Australia, which reflect the unusual year our state and territory associations have had and how
they have adapted. We have seen professional learning move to online, and new practices
taking place, to reach our Drama Australia members and keep us connected as a community in
these challenging times.
We would like to extend a special thank you to all the contributors to this year; the educators,
researchers, practitioners, State Presidents and DALOs who have all written articles to create
this very special edition of ADEM, which reflects the challenges, changes and opportunities in
Drama education from around Australia in 2020. We hope you enjoy.
Jo Raphael
Editor

Tamara Sweetman
Associate Editor
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Drama in the time of COVID
Haylie Abela, Karen Birrell, Angela Cascarino,
Lori Constable, Sally Hannah, Katrina Harris, Paula Irigoitia,
Mary Mooney, Angela Pryce, Heidi Quinn, Natasha Saboisky,
Maddie Sheehy, Jane Simmons, Jenny Sullivan,
Barbara Van Kessel, Alisha Vigna and Megan West

Introduction
Fifteen secondary Drama teachers from state, independent and systemic schools across urban,
regional and rural New South Wales (NSW) and an urban school in the United States of America
share their modified approaches to teaching Drama during the first half of 2020 by responding
to a survey exploring the impact of disruptive education policies prompted by the COVID-19
pandemic. This collective of innovative Drama teachers share their pedagogical problems and
possibilities in an era of global uncertainty.

Immediate responses by schools’ procedures for the
teaching Drama during a pandemic
NSW secondary schools adopted a range of procedures in response to the transition to
online drama learning prompted by the global uncertainty of the COVID-19 pandemic. When
a school’s Term One teaching timetable was maintained during online remote learning it
benefited students by providing them with a familiar daily learning routine. The week before
commencing remote learning a year group worked from home trialling new online learning
protocols which was followed up with surveys completed by students, teachers and parents
resulting in a change to lesson length. Each year group also had a pilot test lesson from school
(with the teacher in the room). This school also provided a structure for delivering online
lessons which required teacher instructions (written, video and/or audio) to be posted on
Google classroom. Another school’s timetable adjustment for online learning reduced the
length of each lesson by ten minutes to enable students to have a break between lessons
and teachers to manage the demands of teaching online. Subject timetable clashes during
remote learning needed to be better managed in one school as some Key Learning Area
teachers overloaded students with work and scheduled Zoom sessions during students’
Drama lessons. Drama lessons were delivered variously via Zoom, the Schoolbox learning
management system (LMS), Google Hangouts and Google Docs used as a repository for
students to share their learning with the teacher.
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Schools CANVAS (LMS) provided data about Drama student attendance in Zoom classes and data
from one school showed approximately 90% attendance at the beginning of the remote learning
period followed by a drop to approximately 15% immediately prior to returning to school.
One school established an expectation for junior secondary students that their learning
material would be uploaded daily by the teacher. This was subsequently changed to teachers
uploading material at the beginning of the week for the entire week. This latter strategy suited
some independent learners although it was not conducive to teaching drama interactively
and responsively. Teachers were required to inform students of their availability for questions
and comments during their online lessons, however there was no expectation that students
participate in their online classes. Upon the return to face-to-face teaching at one day per
week, Year 9 elective Drama students continued online learning, however timetable conflicts
with other subjects reduced the possibilities of teaching and learning creatively.
Where needed, providing school laptops to Year 12 students learning from home was beneficial.
Years 9 and 10 students were disadvantaged by a lack of laptop provision compounded by a
lack of home devices and/or inconsistent internet access. When parents contacted the school
the students’ work was emailed. Some parents were concerned about students’ high course
workload and household data limits.
A school provided support for Drama teachers by arranging access to Drama Online and Digital
Theatre Plus for effective delivery of video content. The Drama Department at this school
developed practical and theoretical projects for weekly/fortnightly online submission.

Immediate responses by Drama teachers to remote
learning
Drama teachers modified teaching procedures in their agile response to the rapid transition
to online learning. They demonstrated their educational leadership and resilience by sharing
their pedagogical possibilities and problems with their colleagues in this era of global
uncertainty.
An extra burden was placed on Drama teachers in re-designing collaborative, interactive and
creative learning experiences when in some secondary schools they were required to upload
all learning material online at the beginning of each week.
When remote learning disrupted a Verbatim Theatre unit which originally required students
to direct their peers in scenes, a pedagogical shift prompted the Drama teacher to creatively
substitute the verbatim playscript with character monologues written by the students based
on interviews about the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Drama teachers’ online Zoom lessons with Year 12 Higher School Certificate (HSC) Drama
course students provided opportunities for students to discuss with their peers their drama
strengths and weaknesses as a strategy for choosing their HSC Individual Project. Students
used the Zoom share function to develop their written Individual Projects and those who
selected a performance project were allocated into groups of three in the ‘breakout rooms’
where they performed part of their Individual Project monologue for classmate feedback.
Zoom breakout rooms proved an effective tool for students’ group collaboration on scripted
plays. The Zoom record function was used to video students’ acting scenes which they then
uploaded to Google Classroom.
Interestingly, assessment drama tasks at one school were reduced by 50% during remote
learning due to students’ limited internet and device access.

Immediate student responses and engagement during
independent online drama learning
Students with learning difficulties who rely on regular Drama teacher guidance and
reassurance were challenged in the online learning environment and struggled to complete
many of the practical drama activities. Online activities that required students presenting to
a camera exacerbated some students’ shyness causing them to slip into a creative rut without
the presence of their drama peers to inspire their creative energy. Google Hangouts provided
students with the opportunity to surreptitiously and safely request teacher assistance when
previously in the classroom they were reluctant to seek assistance. A small number of students
who were reticent to share their ideas in the physical classroom, surprisingly produced quality
online work. Some students in rural areas supported their family business which was distracting
when participating in online lessons.
Some Drama students were comfortable working autonomously and demonstrated creativity
especially those who were visual and well organised learners as they adapted well to remote
learning. A selection of students appreciated the practical creative Zoom lessons and enjoyed
video recording their work.
Surprisingly, some students developed their collaborative online experiences to include their
Drama teacher.
When students recorded notes in their Drama logbook at the end of online sessions they later
enjoyed returning to their notes and if they didn’t understand the drama learning concepts,
one Drama teacher produced explanation screen cast videos as a review strategy.
Year 11 Drama students in a school were reserved and uncommunicative online which was
disconcerting and this affected their return to the classroom as some students then had
difficulty presenting their work from the remote learning period.
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Year 12 Drama students in another school benefited from the archival viewing of productions
followed by discussion of their interpretation of texts for performance. This developed their
confidence to share their drama learning.
Students who had limited internet access due to their remote farm locations added to the
difficulty for teachers to monitor students’ learning.
Some students completed more theory work of a better quality than usual as they were working
at their own pace, or had fewer distractions than in a classroom environment.
Students engaged more effectively in online activities when they were provided with choices in
displaying their drama knowledge, and at a different school when their parents were contacted
for support after the first few online learning weeks.
Online assessment tasks that enthused students were video, performance, reflective writing,
scriptwriting and meme creation.
Learning online sometimes affected students’ anxiety and mental health. New inexperienced
Year 9 Drama students had difficulty in maintaining engagement. However, a student with
autism spectrum disorder learnt successfully within the comfort of home and produced work
of a calibre beyond that demonstrated in classes prior to remote learning and in addition was
more confident upon returning to the classroom. Students with low written literacy skills,
who are keen contributors to discussions and drama processes in the physical classroom,
were silent online.

Online drama teaching resources
Online drama teaching resources were widely sourced some of which included:
• The NSW Department of Education’s Arts Unit provided interesting, fun and free online
theatre and drama lesson resources:
– Art Bites and Creative Classroom
– Year 9 online characterisation modules
– Year 9 Drama melodrama videos that were effective free digital theatre resources
– Complicité resources with Eric Mallet (Stage 6 Drama).
• Drama NSW professional learning Zoom sessions provided:
– Drama teachers with opportunities to share ideas and resources
– A Group Performance session which inspired the teaching of Year 12 Drama students
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– An online resource package with a range of teaching strategies that were effective with
students such as Individual Project Performance preparation, Approaches to Acting, and
Years 9 and 11 Playbuilding.
• Belvoir Street Theatre’s archived creative devising resources.
• The Sydney Theatre Company’s Professional Learning session on the topic of design.
• YouTube channels enjoyed by the students included:
– Frantic Assembly
– Complicite
– Crash Course Theatre
– National Theatre Live performances and voice and acting warm-ups
– Digital Theatre Plus.
• A private YouTube channel established by the school’s Drama teachers comprised examples
of previous students’ drama work.
• The American Theatre Wing’s theatre video series was effective for studying the elements
of production.
• Thingamajig Theatre’s home-made mask making video and Lecoq Mask theatre YouTube
clips.
• Tony Quelch’s websites: Elements of Production video (Year 11) and Approaches to Acting
web-site (Year 12).
• Online NSW Education Standards Authority HSC Drama exemplars and projects.
• Online drama teaching materials from the Perpich Centre for Arts (Minnesota, USA).
• Creation of a Commedia Dell’Arte unit in collaboration with a Drama teacher from another
school comprised the modification of a range of mask making and textbook resources into
worksheets and shared on Drama Peeps (Facebook).
• ‘Storyboard That’, a free online storyboarding tool was effective for Year 10 storyboarding
their ‘Styles/Traditions’ group pieces.
• Kahoot quizzes, Quizlet and EdPuzzle were effective in checking student learning progression
and understanding.
• Distance Learning Theatre Educators social media groups.
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Organisational support for Drama teachers
Schools who invested in online infrastructure and training for staff and students at the beginning
of the pandemic period supported a smooth transition to remote learning. Schools varied in
their provision of professional learning in the rapid transition to large-scale delivery of remote
learning which included online teaching approaches and software training. Alternatively, in
this changed learning environment as a result of COVID-19, agile teachers engaged in rapid
self-training in screen casting, recording video and audio, and creating interactive PDF files
for students. One school strategically provided teachers with technology training two weeks
prior to transitioning to online learning which included utilising Google Classroom and Zoom
and remote learning protocols. At another school the executive, Heads of Drama, Music and
Visual Arts empathetically supported Drama teachers in their difficulties experienced when
converting a practical Drama subject to online platforms.

Curriculum support for Drama teachers
Curriculum-based professional learning sessions supported Drama teachers through their
stress and exhaustion.
The NSW Department of Education produced a classroom professional learning series for
teachers in government schools. Drama teachers relied on the NSW Education Studies
Authority’s (NESA) communication of internal and external Year 12 HSC Drama assessment
updates and advice. The Drama NSW professional learning Zoom sessions suggested online
practical teaching strategies for each Drama learning stage, confirmed relevant Drama teacher’s
pandemic pedagogy, sustained teacher well-being and inspired re-programming of the Year 12
Group Performance assessment via podcasts.
Additionally, Drama teachers collegially advised on and validated each other’s curriculum
strategies and resources for remote learning to assist re-programming, re-planning, and redevelopment of drama learning experiences and assessment. For example, the Drama Teachers’
European travel (2019) social media group, authors of this article, posted their teaching crisis
narratives which were acknowledged with personal reassurances and productive professional
corroborations on a pandemic pedagogy.

Drama teaching pedagogies during the pandemic and
into the future
Drama teachers explored numerous pedagogies to deliver creative learning during the
pandemic which supported those students who struggled to engage online and apply their
learning to the variety of platforms/contexts and challenged students who adapted to remote
learning.
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Even though Drama teachers defend Drama as a face-to-face subject relying on a social, active
and collaborative pedagogy, some teachers concede that creative and interactive learning
can be supplemented with their now extensive bank of digital drama resources including
teacher created drama podcasts and media tools. Some teachers were inspired to design
and implement theoretical drama learning, design and puppetry. Consequently, the flipped
classroom facilitated the strengthening of some students’ understanding of drama theory and
collaborative experiences.
Persistence with posting content in CANVAS modules continues to afford students with
consistent information, topic overviews and learning extension activities for Stages 5 and 6
Drama learners. Resources uploaded for Drama students’ group work and autonomous catchup practical activities will persist beyond the pandemic. Google Classroom remains an effective
access point for class resources. Google Classroom (NSW Department of Education) can be
maintained as a teaching platform to differentiate work for diverse drama learners and reduce
students’ embarrassment when allocated alternative/differentiated activities.
Students’ submission into individual Google Docs folders of written drama work, HSC students’
sharing of study notes and resources, and an online Drama logbook are possible practices that
will be maintained. An alternative to the logbook emerged for some Year 11 students whilst
learning a realism duologue with the opportunity to post written responses/reflections on the
school’s LMS guided by the following tasks:
• Identify two pivotal / emotional moments in their chosen scene
• Find and respond to five suitable Stanislavski questions showing how they align to the
pivotal moment of truth in their performance
• Describe their character’s feelings and responses to the other character in that moment
• Identify the muscle and emotional memory they referenced to ensure authenticity.
A review of assessment pedagogy to align with curriculum changes prompted by the pandemic
revealed that Drama teachers and students could co-design assessment tasks particularly in
the ‘making’ of drama which enhanced students’ creative understanding of the characteristics
important in collaborative drama processes.

Challenges of drama teaching and learning during a
pandemic
When schools were thrust into a new educational context prompted by the pandemic early in
2020 the sudden switch by schools to teach remotely revealed the inconsistencies of technology
rich teaching and learning environments. The burden of classroom normality emerged as a
considerable challenge for education systems, schools, teachers, students and their parents.
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Challenges of remote drama teaching and learning included:
• Complexity of teaching Drama during a pandemic was amplified by the isolation and
exhaustion of staring continuously at a screen.
• Teacher digital burnout was triggered by the necessity for a deep knowledge of information
technology to apply new online teaching protocols, pedagogy and resources.
• Meaningful feedback and marking of student work after every lesson particularly because
students were learning remotely in an environment where they weren’t receiving the
physical cues afforded in the Drama classroom.
• Lesson delivery time expanded to include research, sourcing of online resources, revising
teaching programs, designing and presenting performance experientially on a digital
platform.
• Drama teaching modules and meaningful student tasks design while concurrently teaching
and monitoring students’ online learning progress.
• Modification of practical drama assessment was less of a challenge when schools clarified
curriculum expectations.
• Motivation to teach remotely whilst attempting to separate work life from home life.
• Management by Head Teachers of both Drama students’ learning and Drama teachers’
online delivery.
• Development of students’ interactive, collaborative and creative Drama skills in the online
learning environment.
• Supporting Drama students’ academic and non-academic skills during their isolation.
• Motivation of senior Drama students to actively discuss and question topics during Zoom
sessions when they lacked the vitality of the classroom.
• Engagement of students on Zoom classes to discuss and apply concepts to their drama
projects which was difficult for some students.
• Social distancing compliance and safety when students return to the Drama classroom.
• Concurrently support the home learning of Drama teachers’ own children as well as that of
their Drama students proved to be a difficult combination.
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Significance of drama teaching and learning
Significant characteristics of teaching Drama face-to-face and online include the establishment
of safe creative spaces that cultivate teacher-student interaction and clear teaching goals
incorporating opportunities for students’ creative expression. The establishment of a positive,
meaningful group relationship with students in the classroom remains foundational in
sustaining effective drama practice in a range of learning environments. Additionally, flexible,
accessible and explicit drama teaching that facilitates enjoyable student learning experiences
is significant for teaching both online and in the physical classroom.
Teachers concur that active and group learning, performance and the rehearsal process
are fundamental to creative and collaborative drama teaching and learning. Nevertheless,
adapting to remote teaching revealed other creative, adaptive and versatile qualities of the
subject of Drama, for example, performances directed for either theatre/studio spaces or
video. Even though students’ maintenance of their logbook has been a significant feature in
secondary Drama curriculum, this could be replaced or supplemented by critically engaged
comment threads in Google Classroom.
A fundamental approach to drama teaching is the provision of critical/reflective discussions
that connect playscripts and drama making with current socio/cultural events. For example,
during the study of the Wesley Enoch and Deborah Mailman play The Seven 7 Stages of Grieving
which coincided with the Black Lives Matter rallies (2020), an online discussion contextualised
the themes of institutionalised racism and generational trauma.

Impact of online drama learning
The interruption to student learning was significantly impacted by stress and anxiety when
they were suddenly removed from an active Drama classroom to sitting at a desk isolated
behind a screen in the remote learning environment. The wellbeing of students in rural areas
was exacerbated by limited online connectivity. Furthermore, student stress was compounded
by their responsibilities for the home learning of their younger siblings.
Many students were less motivated and creative during remote learning whereas other students
thrived and gained self-confidence as drama learners. Students were comfortable requesting
teacher assistance surreptitiously in Google Hangouts when previously these students were
reluctant to publicly seek support in the classroom. Students fluctuated in their adaptation to
the new online teaching space when creating drama in isolation and performing individually.
Drama students faced obstacles to remain resilient, adapt under pressure, continue to think
creatively and recognise how to value their peers and teachers during the pandemic. Students
seemed to appreciate Drama teachers’ online teaching which in some schools subsequently
fostered the development of stronger student-teacher relationships together with a greater
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sense of community and kindness consequently prompting a decline in students’ competitive
behaviour. The pandemic response has shone a spotlight on how schools meet students social
and emotional learning.
Year 12 Drama students’ creation of a group logbook rather than an individual logbook
proved productive. However, disruption to internal and external HSC assessment such
as the cancellation of the Group Performance assessment de-motivated Year 12 students
having worked towards this goal throughout their secondary school education. Whereas, the
cancellation of Stage 5 assessment in Term Two encouraged Drama students to strengthen
their engagement in drama learning rather than deplete their enthusiasm.

Effects of COVID-19 on drama teaching
Drama teachers’ expeditious adaption to remote teaching of the Drama syllabuses validated
expectations from students, their parents, schools and education systems that Drama teachers
are resourceful, responsive, collaborative and creative professionals. Teachers’ confidence
was maintained with the support of the NSW Arts Unit and Drama NSW which included drama
curriculum modifications, practical online teaching strategies and resources, as well as
offering inspiration and collegial strength. Posts by Drama teachers in Drama Peeps (Facebook)
expressed pandemic teaching frustrations, creative pedagogical perspectives and calmer
voices from colleagues. In this health crisis, additional wellbeing school support would have
been welcomed by overwhelmed Drama teachers who assumed the additional responsibilities
of mentors, counsellors, chief encouragers and carers for all students.
As the subject of Drama requires the application of knowledge and skills in an interactive
space, it is more challenging than subjects that rely primarily on knowledge transference.
Albeit, Drama teachers uncovered creative methods for Drama students to display their drama
knowledge, to co-design assessment tasks and to explore new and innovative ways to present
drama work in online platforms that otherwise would have not emerged. Teachers also created
supplementary online extension activities for Drama students who sought additional learning
tasks. Consequently, teachers of Drama rose to the COVID–19 challenge by redesigning their
scope and sequence and clarifying expectations for students’ drama learning. On occasion
teachers struggled to meet their individual expectations of teaching Drama online due to
limited preparation time and support as they rapidly transitioned to remote schooling. This
scenario and the excessive school expectations of paperwork, reports and online attendance
registrations proved to be a demanding and exhausting burden for teachers wanting to
accomplish a successful drama learning environment for all of their Drama students.
Quality professional learning provided by the Drama NSW’s weekly Zoom sessions and the
NSW’s Arts Unit videos afforded a positive impact on drama teaching and Drama teacher
well-being. Drama teachers’ engagement with a network of supportive colleagues from
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around the world who were encountering similar pandemic teaching challenges underpinned
the impact of remote learning.
The unpredictability of beginning a Drama teaching career in 2020 provoked those teachers to
embrace the innovative pedagogical shifts activated in response to COVID-19.
A decline in 2021 enrolments in Year 9 and Year 11 elective Drama subjects across independent,
systemic and government schools has been indirectly linked to the pandemic because of the
diminished opportunities for students to perform and view performances and the lack of
opportunity for teachers to publicly promote the subject of Drama. Additionally, the proposed
increased university fee for Arts and Humanities courses and reduced government economic
support for the arts sector have indirectly impacted Arts education.

Conclusion
When thrust into the chaos of a new education environment Drama teachers creatively
responded to the pandemic with an expectation that a positive transformation will emerge in
the next phase.
During this time of uncertainty, Drama teachers have affirmed Drama education as vital for
our quest to retain humanity as it provides respite, hope, laughter and social connection. The
worldwide pandemic has underscored the necessity of the Arts, particularly performance, in
coping with the challenges of social isolation.
A short-term impact was an inspired community of Drama teachers who embraced drama
pedagogy by being responsive, creative and collaborative in the rapid transition to remote
teaching in order to maintain students’ engagement and enjoyment in their learning. However,
teaching remotely disrupted the collaborative disposition of drama as there is no easy solution
to transfer the interactive and experiential learning of the Drama classroom to a technological
delivery. However, these circumstances have led to a renewed appreciation by teachers and
students in the collaborative nature of drama, and the importance of classroom experiences.
Long term negative consequences have included a decline in elective Drama enrolments,
disengagement of students in learning and a reduction in wellbeing of students and teachers.
NSW Drama teachers’ crisis narratives have resonances across all Australian States and
Territories in response to the enduring educational and social consequences of the pandemic.
UNESCO World Teachers’ Day (on 30 October in 2020), provides an opportunity to celebrate
Australian Drama teachers for their collegiality, collaboration, creativity and leadership through
an era of uncertainty and the implementation review of UNESCO’s Seoul Agenda: Goals for the
Development of Arts Education (UNESCO, 2010).
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We anticipate that there could be an opportunity for Drama teachers across Australia to
participate in a project investigating the enduring consequences of transformed drama
pedagogies. Drama Australia will keep you posted.
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Moving drama into the
digital space
Jane Simmons
In 2015 I moved from a school into The Arts Unit, Department of Education, NSW as Drama
Performance Officer. It is a combination of an event and production manager, administrator,
co-ordinator, liaison officer, program developer, industry conduit, contract manager, director
and teacher. That doesn’t cover everything but it’s as specific as I can describe a job that
offers programs like the NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles, Drama Company, State Drama
Camp, State Drama Festival, OnStage, Schools Spectacular, student workshops and teacher
professional development. I work with students, schools and teachers to engage with drama
across K-12 throughout the state.
The job is enormous and in a usual year there is little time to reflect or pause. For all of its
demands and stresses, it’s an incredibly rewarding and important job and I mostly love it for
the privilege of offering drama education and experiences to students and teachers. I see the
difference it makes and am always rewarded by seeing the results delivered on stage and in
the classroom.
So 2020 meant that all the things we do were almost impossible to deliver. Whilst we have
some digital content as part of our online access of resources, mostly we specialise in face-toface, especially in drama where collaborative learning and devising performance work easiest
and often best. Here we were, in the midst of auditioning for our ensemble programs, at the
beginning of our Drama Company rehearsal process and suddenly in shut down.
I pondered how we might still allow access to drama education and our programs. Being forced
to stop can be an opportunity to evaluate programs and outcomes when your normal pace is a
million miles an hour. It’s a chance to consider how you might be able to do things differently,
and not just for now, but beyond a pandemic. How can we be more accessible? How can we
offer more content to students and teachers? What do we already have that we could create
into units of work? How can we use our staff and their expertise? How can we convert our
classrooms into digital spaces? How can we support an incredibly stressed teaching fraternity
so that drama can still happen in schools in a remote learning environment?
It was also evident, as the administrator of the Facebook drama teachers’ site, Drama Peeps,
teachers were in crisis. The task of converting curriculum for digital spaces with little time or
training was the subject of almost all posts. How could teachers create enough content to
engage numbers of classes with a range of experiences and activities at home using a platform
that many had no experience in?
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My first aim was to create Drama Art Bites as part of our resources. This comprised of several
short video modules that could be used by students directly at home or in a classroom context.
After the daunting prospect of working on camera and writing accessible activities, taking a
topic like characterisation gave me scope to develop a series of activities using different styles
and practitioners from beginners to an advanced level. Starting with stereotypes I moved into
melodrama, status, Laban, Lecoq, and finally Stanislavski. I wanted to show how to scaffold a
lesson, improve drama literacy, engage students in accessible activities and also to show how
to sequence learning from basic into sophisticated concepts.
I had to get creative by thinking how any student could participate in each module without
assistance or audience or fellow actors. This was a really important factor. The Art Bites modules
had to be engaging, creative, relevant but also flexible. If they weren’t resilient then they are
quickly redundant and if this pandemic had taught us anything it was that the response to
education and learning spaces changes so rapidly that flexible learning was essential.
Interestingly, it was the first module on stereotypes that became the most challenging, partly
because I was learning how to sequence and perform for the camera; also how I taught
stereotypes when I started teaching in 1990 is a far cry from how I might teach it now. There
are certain sensitivities and protocols in place now that we were not so aware of 30 years ago.
Cultural and class stereotypes would have been easy to throw in the mix when I was a beginner.
Now I wouldn’t dream of it. Trying to find appropriate examples and language is much more
important, especially when your work lives forever in a digital space.
The nerve-wracking initial attempts at performing for the camera were a reminder that as
someone who is used to speaking to large groups at events and as a teacher of many years,
an accomplished improviser and performer, to be intimidated by the camera was a surprise.
If I was finding it initially frightening, how were my comrades without my experience coping
with it all?
I managed to write and perform 12 modules over 8 weeks. It reinforced that amongst all the
roles I do that teaching is the one I most relish and Art Bites took me back to my passion. There
is always the danger in a corporate world that you lose touch with the classroom so devising
and performing teaching modules made me fall in love with my job all over again.
We also utilised some of our tutors to create content so we could offer a range of experiences,
topics and age appropriate activities. The Art Bites gave us the chance to create virtual content
for possible remote learning from Kindergarten all the way to Year 12 and allowed for wide
accessibility for students, teachers and professional bodies. We placed no restrictions on
who could watch and use them and encouraged anyone to take what they needed when
they needed.
The Creative Classes team would take some of these modules and other existing content
and research and modify them into a series of lessons with worksheets, further resources,
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connected themes and content. So we were able to use different projects in multiple ways to
enhance the topics being produced.
We were passionate about trying to keep going what we could. We had been in the midst of
auditions for our weekly ensemble program as well as mid-rehearsals for the NSW Public
Schools Drama Company / ATYP (Australian Theatre for Young People) show, Intersection: Beat.
The auditions were an easier event to resolve. I created some small scripts and an improvisation
task for submission via video. The feedback we had from parents was actually how much fun
they had watching and filming their children in action. Whilst an in-person audition would
have given us a chance to see how they collaborate in an ensemble forum, it was interesting to
see how they responded mostly in the improvisation section.
Our Drama Company show was more difficult to convert. Intersection: Beat consisted of 10
short plays written by young people from across Australia as part of the ATYP dramaturgy
writers program. We did our best to keep rehearsing remotely but we encountered a few
issues with this such as connectivity. Students struggled to get enough bandwidth to join the
rehearsal and almost half of those who made it only had enough data to connect audio only.
Trying to deliver the timing and rhythms of the pieces effectively was problematic and this
medium limited our cast to performing with vocals and facial expressions only.
We challenged ourselves to convert some of the plays into short films. Taking a selection of four
pieces, we used different camera and filming techniques to capture what we could: filming two
cast members separately and then splicing them together in the frame; use of the green screen
technology; using studio and locations to build a monologue montage; and a straight forward
location shoot. We had to teach them how to perform for the camera but through this they
developed new exciting skills, as did we.
Another possible positive to come out of the ‘pivot’ was how we might produce more online
work to engage remote schools in our events, programs and professional development. We are
in the midst of developing resources to assist in running online festivals, ensembles, workshops,
and perhaps to engage with resources in showcases like OnStage, virtual excursions for HSC
workshops with markers and even audition video guides.
The year is not over and planning too far into the future is almost impossible. However the era
of COVID-19 and lockdown has provided us with new skills and opportunities and a chance to
address regional and remote access, ongoing digital support and to reimagine programs now
and into the future. It has also highlighted issues in equity.
There is no doubt that drama works best when it is face to face and collaborative. I am delighted
that amongst the challenges we were able to examine ways that technology can be used more
broadly and imaginatively.
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You can find our resources for review at The Arts Unit: https://digital.artsunit.nsw.edu.au/
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Teaching Post-COVID:
Using technology to
transform your Drama
practice
Jodie Jurgs
There is a lot of talk in the sector about the future of education and how we as a community
should embrace what we have learnt from the global pandemic and apply it to reshape
teaching and learning. As pockets of Australia now head back into lockdown, teachers are
again forced to readdress their pedagogy and course design for the remote platform. If we
have learnt anything in this time of Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity (VUCA),
it is that the future of education must change to better reflect a Universal Design for Learning
(UDL). In fact, VUCA demands that we avoid traditional, outdated approaches to curriculum to
embrace vision, creativity, and agility in our design of learning experiences. In a world where
everything is online, it is essential that schools create digitally rich learning environments to
keep up with the fast pace of the world. So how can we make use of the advancements in
EdTech to reshape the nature of teaching and learning in Drama? Furthermore, how can we
enhance learner outcomes and better prepare our learners for the 21st century workforce in
this post-COVID landscape?
The benefits of an Arts education are widely acknowledged. The unique skill set afforded by the
Arts empowers students to deepen their knowledge and understanding of key cognitions and
21st century skills through a framework that encourages thinking outside of the box. Despite
the practical nature of Arts subjects, there are clear opportunities to reconsider the design of
courses to align our teaching and learning to adopt UDL pedagogy in a way that mimics tertiary
education. Rather than using technology to replace tasks, how can educational programs and
apps be used to open new frontiers in terms of accelerating learning and personalising the
educational experience in Drama?

Online Course Structure
Most schools will have their own Learning Management System (LMS) and preferred programs
designed for synchronous curriculum delivery and to enhance digital literacy. The Microsoft
Suite is one example of a technology company heavily invested in the Education Sector. Their
Educator Centre alone provides teachers with a bank of training, lesson plans, programs, and
resources to facilitate the shift towards globalising education. Utilising a program such as
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TEAMS will not only establish a central location for students to refer to for all class content
but opens up a multitude of opportunities to engage students in e-learning, and create strong
community connection in the digital sphere.
Examples of features that may stimulate inventive exploration in your classes:
• Centralised class OneNote https://www.onenote.com
• LMS Assessment distribution and data tracking (continuous reporting)
• Audio/Visual recordings of formative work and associated feedback
• Online discussion board/ chat room
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Social Bookmarking https://www.mix.com
• File sharing and collaborative editing
• Think, pair, tweet activities
• Individual and Group Video Conferencing
• Video recording (STREAM)
• Forms/ quizzes https://forms.microsoft.com
• Reward systems (Hey Taco!) https://www.heytaco.chat/
• Yammer https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/microsoft-365/yammer/yammer-overview
In using an LMS to centralise your course, students will have access to all class materials at
the click of a button. Of course, like any program, students will need to be guided through
the structure to ensure they understand its use. However, once established as a class norm,
student learning will become less reliant on face-to-face delivery, encouraging self-efficacy
and metacognition.

eLearning Resources
If the goal of blended learning is to remove the educational roadblocks and cater to a more
diverse learner style and skill set, then students need to have access to the same information
and opportunities online as they would live in the classroom. Furthermore, UDL dimensions
must carefully be planned to ensure the various needs of all students are met. If absent, students
can ask the teacher for missed work or read over provided notes, but this removed approach
to learning does not have the greatest effect size. Rather, the targeted use of technology can
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assist teachers to utilise UDL, incorporating programs and apps that capture key content and
make it accessible to a broader range of learner styles, outside of the classroom context.
Consider devising a lesson whose objective is to analyse and evaluate how design elements
were manipulated to shape mood and tension. Unpacking the stimulus performance through
class discussion will stimulate thought-provoking observations, tapping into the ‘brains trust’
that is collaborative learning. In addition to these live conversations and observations, you may
find it crucial to revise the processes required to demonstrate those key cognitions. Outside
of that live interaction and possibly annotated notes, the valuable teaching moments within
this lesson may be lost the second students leave the classroom. For this reason, recording
videos of explicit instruction can be incredibly effective in retaining student knowledge and
removing barriers to accessing lesson content. While the pre-recording of explicit instruction
and modelling may be time consuming at first, these valuable teaching resources are then
available indefinitely, and can, depending on their content, be shared across units, subject
areas and even departments, to develop a school wide approach to eLearning.
Other examples of Online Learning videos/courses that you may incorporate into your teaching
and learning program, include:
• General
– explicit teaching of the cognitions, utilising QCAA tool kits to establish a common
language
– study guide, providing students with a short course to develop their study skills
– guide to online learning, stepping students through school-based apps/programs and
how students can use these to enhance their learning outcomes
• Subject specific
– dramatic languages explained, to help students recall and understand subject specific
vocab
– assessment instrument structure including talked through scaffolding on screencast
• Unit specific
– Model assessment, screencast with annotations and comments
– Course introduction to pique student interest. Can also double as a short marketing clip
around subject selection.
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Formative Feedback and Student Records
The opportunities for online learning mentioned above place the emphasis on the teacher
in producing these instructional clips at ready access to the student. Another opportunity
technology affords us in the classroom is in filing records of student work including class
discussions (facilitated by teacher and shared as podcast) and the filming of performance
drafts (with the opportunity for students to provide feedback posts). Rather than being
organised in advance of planned lessons, teachers can use technology ad hoc to capture rich
learning experiences on their personal devices and upload them to the central location to
enable students to interact with class content outside the classroom.
Through the TEAMS video conferencing feature, teachers can record meetings. Once complete,
these recordings are then shared to the post channel, allowing students to comment, leave
an emoji, question, and share. This is particularly useful around assessment, as it stores all
performance drafts in a central, accessible location, complete with teacher and peer feedback.
A great storage of data and trail of formative feedback that can be referenced at any time.

The future of pedagogy
Education worldwide is currently under the microscope as we see increased interest in the
use of technology that encompasses Universal Design for Learning. There are many creative
applications for technology available that not only enhance student engagement but can
enhance learner outcomes. As Arts educators, rather than replace the valuable face-to-face
and practical interactions that come with the nature of our subject, let’s shift our focus to see
how we can use technology to bounce forward from COVID-19, and design blended courses
that best prepare our students as 21st century learners.

About the author
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Becoming an Anti-Racist
Drama Teacher
Rachael Jacobs, Western Sydney University
This article has been adapted from a presentation called “Critiquing the Arts: The Need for Explicit
Anti-Racist Approaches in the Classroom” given by Rachael Jacobs at the Western Sydney University’s
Black Lives Matters in Education symposium in July 2020.

When I began pursuing a life in the arts, it was more common for me to experience racism than
not. As an Indian-Australian I’ve been asked to put on faux cringeworthy accents, told to leave
auditions because I was too dark and had teachers explain I couldn’t be cast in roles because
‘that character isn’t Indian’. Of course, this comes in addition to being either exoticised or
ignored by teachers and classmates, being bullied, name-called, overlooked or excluded … all
the usual experiences of being a person of colour in a learning environment.
I mention these not to elicit sympathy from readers, nor to place my marginalisation above
others. I recognise that even as a person of colour I am walking the world in a hugely privileged
way. I have language and accent privilege, I have an Anglo name, I have been deeply assimilated
into Australian culture and though I have colonised heritage, I benefit from colonisation, living
and working on unceded land. I don’t experience a fraction of the structural or casual racism
that other people of colour do. Most particularly, I don’t experience racism and marginalisation
the way that First Nations people do. Gamillaroi and Torres Strait Islander actor and playwright,
Nakkiah Lui recently pointed out that while many of us discuss everyday experiences of
racism, First Nations people are fighting monumental ongoing injustices and for the very right
to life. None of the arguments I make here should diminish or overshadow that fight. I write
in order to contribute to the conversation that addresses systemic and institutional racism,
moving towards a society and schooling systems that are restructured around dismantling of
systemic racism.
In this article I use illustrative examples to demonstrate that the Arts, and in particular Drama
education, has not always been a safe space for me and others. While we spout the rhetoric
that drama is an instrument of social justice and creator of empathy, the reality is that drama,
like all institutions, can be a site for racism and white supremacism (Hooks, 1989).
I need to take a moment to clarify what is meant by white supremacy. Most people are
comfortable with the term being associated with extreme far right fanaticism, for example a
collective description for the agenda of Neo Nazis, white nationalists and the like. Therefore, I
understand some people would be uncomfortable with having themselves or their institution
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associated with such ideologies. Some may even take offence to my suggestion that drama
could be complicit in white supremacy. However, narrow definitions of the term help racial
hierarchies to endure. Gillborn’s (2005) writings explain the use of this term in this context.
Like bell hooks, my analysis centres on a conceptualization of ‘white supremacy’ that goes
beyond the usual narrow focus on extreme and explicitly racist organizations. Rather,
this analysis focuses on a more extensive, more powerful version of white supremacy;
one that is normalized and taken for granted… I refer instead to a political, economic and
cultural system in which whites overwhelmingly control power and material resources,
conscious and unconscious ideas of white superiority and entitlement are widespread,
and relations of white dominance and non-white subordination are daily re-enacted
across a broad array of institutions and social settings. (p. 485).
This wider definition frames white supremacy as a way that someone can benefit from
their whiteness, benefit from the whiteness of their surrounds, or wield race in a way that
disempowers others. Systems and institutions can uphold white supremacy. As teachers we
may not be racist ourselves, but I argue that only anti-racist approaches can undo the structural
racism engrained in the system.

Image by American artist Allegra Felisan.
@allegrrad

A colonised and monolingual curriculum
When I began school at age five I was put into an ESL (English as a Second Language) class,
despite English being my first language. This was during the 80s when students were forbidden
to speak any other language in the ESL classroom. In high school I went to a very multicultural
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school where most people were multilingual. Yet the curriculum taught the usual white canon
of Dickens, Wordsworth, Chaucer and Shakespeare. In Music, the classical white male canon
was taught. In Drama I met John Webster, Samuel Beckett, Ray Lawler and Michael Gow …
these were my origin stories in formal schooling, but these artists bore no resemblance to the
art, dance, music and stories that filled my home. I concluded that my home culture wasn’t
‘real’ art, it was just something my family did and I’d best keep that to myself.
I was a good student, able to reiterate in an essay why Shakespeare’s ‘themes were still relevant
today’. But my life experience contained stories of famine, poverty, the fight for independence,
rather than nobility, love stories or Kings dividing their kingdom. The artistic canon came from
the places continually trying to invade Global South nations, pillaging national treasures,
enslaving citizens, ravaging farmlands, and creating the scourge of inequality faced by the
world today. I gritted my teeth when writing those essays about Dickens revealing the truth
about poverty, or how Restoration Theatre undermines the ruling class, or that beauty is fair.
There have been significant shifts in curriculum and pedagogy in Australia since then. Thankfully
we’ve ditched derogatory terms like ESL and NESB (Non-English Speaking Background)
that centre English language. But acronyms and curriculum choices are only one part of the
conversation about dismantling racism in schools.

Beyond decolonising curriculum
Diversifying curriculums is the most immediate response I hear when discussing anti-racism
in arts education. But to decolonise learning we must go beyond texts and curriculum.
Decolonising is to recognise that knowledge is inevitably marked by power relations. Take, for
example, language. An anti-racist approach challenges the supremacy of the English language,
drawing on Busch’s (2012) repertoire of languages as well as translanguaging (Blackledge
and Creese 2010; García 2009; Garcia, Johnson & Seltzer, 2017) and transnational pedagogies
which encourage the development of home languages alongside new languages. This means
we don’t ask students to stop speaking home languages in the classroom or playground, but
sadly this still happens often.
It is my experience that students of colour are still deeply exoticised in schools. Examples
of this are abundant. Doug Cronin’s work (also featured in this edition of ADEM) outlies the
pitfalls of storytelling, where a person can be exoticised for their story in unethical ways.
Students of colour are often asked to show their culture on occasions like Harmony Day, but
the cultural engagement is shallow. Harmony Day requires people of colour and their families
to cook for white people or dance or tell stories for the white gaze. In comparison, around the
world there is no Harmony Day. March 21st is the International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination. Tim Lo Surdo, Director of Democracy in Colour, outlines its origins:
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On the 21st of March 1960, police shot at and killed 69 people at a peaceful anti-apartheid
demonstration in Sharpesville, South Africa. Six years later, the United Nations General
Assembly declared March 21 as the International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination and challenged the international community to do better at stamping
out racism.
When the Howard Government created “Harmony Day”, they created a smokescreen
that depoliticised the day by intentionally hiding the problem. Suddenly today isn’t
about tackling racism, but celebrating harmony. Implicit in the day is the idea that we’ve
already reached our post-race utopia — where, as the official Harmony Day website says,
“everyone belongs”. (Lo Surdo, 2018)
This is indicative of a culture of erasure whereby conversations about racism are watered down
to neutrality. Terms like ‘inclusion’ and ‘diversity’ and ‘celebration of cultures’ negate the need
for hard conversations, most especially about the legacy of dispossession and the ongoing
injustices faced by First Nations people.

Is Drama Education too white?
As blunt as it is, people ask me this on a regular basis. The short answer is yes, but so is
the profession of teaching (Tu, 2019). There are some fields that are starting to buck this
trend. I lecture in Primary Education courses at Western Sydney University, where white
future-teachers are a minority. Subject areas like Maths and Science have more racial diversity
in secondary education. I straddle three arts forms and have found slightly more people
of colour in my sister disciplines of Dance and Music. Yet, Drama education remains fairly
monocultural in Australia, from leadership to research to teachers.
But does representation in the teaching profession matter? I definitely believe it does. The
lack of representation results in a white interpretation of the arts, even when diverse texts and
genres are studied. Teachers still ask me why the ‘Asian kids’ don’t choose their subject as an
elective, or they offer a theory of their own (yes, this really happens), or tell me they ‘don’t see
colour’ (also still happens). It is a danger in any community when you have a single story; other
stories cease to exist. But most importantly, our students of colour can go through their arts
education experience with white people voicing experiences of people of colour, or without
seeing themselves reflected in the teaching profession. It is our classrooms that are poorer for
this lack of representation.
The problem is also evident in arts outreach and arts research where it’s been common practice
that all-white project teams conduct projects or research in spaces of residence or safety for
communities of colour. I find this strange – if you were working with women, particularly
around issues of empowerment, it would be unthinkable to send a team of cis-gendered men
to conduct the project. Similarly, a project with the LGBTIQA+ community centred around
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identity could not be conducted by an entirely heterosexual team. Somehow we forget to
apply these matrices to race. The problem is often exacerbated when research is conducted by
Global North researchers in Global South countries where indisputable power disparities have
been well documented (Walsh, Brugha & Byrne, 2016; Doiron & Asselin, 2015; Kuhnt, Steinert
& Kaplan, 2020). Even when Global South researchers are involved in partnerships, their
roles are often confined to data collection or providing sites or participants for the project.
Of course, there are many exceptions to this, and most researchers are becoming more aware
of colonised practices in a global context. In mentioning these complexities, I don’t mean to
discredit the work of the past, but to reflect that by today’s standards, some practices won’t be
acceptable anymore.

Where to from here?
The challenges I’ve outlined are big and confronting, but I also argue, not insurmountable.
2020’s groundswell of support for the Black Lives Matter movement has become a catalyst
for more arts organisations to discuss racism, the need for decolonisation and decentring
whiteness. The American Alliance for Theatre and Education (AATE) recently released
strong and unapologetic statements in support of Black Lives Matter, with commitment to
dismantling white supremacy in all its forms within the organisation and in theatre education
more broadly. Today I attended Ausdance NSW’s inaugural consultation meeting on racial
equality in dance. This long overdue engagement was a closed meeting for Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse (CALD) artists and people of colour in dance, with the following key
questions for discussion (among others): How can we decentre whiteness in dance, an artform
which traditionally idealises certain white bodies? How do we make cultural equity and diversity
in dance mainstream in a colonial state that continues to benefit from structures and systems
that are inherently racist?
I’ve been speaking racial justice in the classroom in a presentation I give to arts teachers
about diversifying the curriculum and addressing racism through the arts. I’ve been
autoethnographically tracking the responses and will shortly be writing my analysis into
a paper. A pattern is emerging in the responses to my presentation which includes doubt
(‘that can’t be’), denial (‘it’s not that way at my school’), deflection (‘well, I can’t do anything’,
‘they’re the only books I have’), distraction (‘you know, we don’t study much written by women
either’), defeatism (‘well, what do you want me to do about it?’). A person can begin anywhere
in the process, and not all of these ‘D’ words are bad. Finally, there is a period of acceptance
which comes with decisiveness in which people become determined to take action and be
the change.
It’s a paradox for us educators to understand, but we must think beyond educating and
particularly beyond educating for intercultural understanding. American writer, historian and
scholar of race Ibram X. Kendi (2017) argues that education can only go so far.
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We have been taught that ignorance and hate lead to racist ideas, lead to racist policies.
If the fundamental problem is ignorance and hate, then your solutions are going to be
focused on education, and love and persuasion. But the actual foundation of racism is
not ignorance and hate, but self-interest, particularly economic, political and cultural.
I argue it’s only conscious, anti-racist approaches can begin to undo entitlement and
demand the ceding of power which is where we can begin to make a difference.
If you would like to work with me and others to discover what this ceding of power looks like
for drama educators, we invite your fellowship and partnership. This work is for all of us and
we will all benefit from a fairer more just world. As Murri Visual Artist, Lilla Watson, said:
If you have come here to help me you are wasting your time, but if you have come because your
liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together.
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Flipping the power of
storytelling: Committing to
anti-racist storytelling
Doug Cronin
I would like to dedicate this article in my grandfather’s memory.
In this article I use the term “we” in many instances because I have not reached this point independently.
My journey has included the voices, experiences, stories and input of many people. This has allowed
me to see the theory, practice and praxis of storytelling the way I do today.

Stories are powerful. They can change the world for better or worse. We are surrounded by
stories and use them as a form to engage with people who are like us and who are different to
us. This is pertinent to drama educators because theatre is a critical space where storytellers
have the opportunity to be creative and tell stories authentically, often exploring social issues
significant to the community which are often left untold.
Storytelling in itself is universal, however there are power differentials in the stories we are told
and how they are told. They can be used to entertain, educate but also to frame and depreciate
the “other”, to dehumanise and to maintain and perpetuate racial inequities.
Many stories have a hero, a villain, a good, a bad, a right and a wrong. They are often told
from a majoritarian perspective for a majoritarian audience. These are the stories of racial
segregation, racial assimilation or racial integration. We have all heard them before, some
more explicitly racist than others, some not appearing racist, particularly when we choose not
to look behind the scenes.

My journey of understanding stories
For myself, I have been engaging with anti-racism and storytelling for quite a few years as both
a researcher and community practitioner. I have been stuck in between these two worlds: the
academic who has the luxury of time to investigate, and the community practitioner where
time is of the essence. By being stuck between these two worlds it has given me the opportunity
to reflect on my own previous and current practices, and to consequently question and adapt
my research approach, methodology and practice. It is only recently, with the passing of my
grandfather, I have been able to touch the surface of my own family history of assimilation,
integration and racism.
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My grandfather, born Kimio Miyata, did not share these stories with his grandchildren, nor to
many others. He focussed on the atypical story of gratitude and upward mobility. However,
recently I read two stories he delivered when he received awards. He told the story of living
through a war, working with US troops and using his English language to be “repatriated.”
The form of his story that he told was of assimilation, fitting into a Western narrative for a
white audience. He only touched on a couple of racist situations, although he definitely did not
use this word. Rather he described these racist events with assimilationist language, including
“unfortunate situations” and “to avoid embarrassment.” The experiences he mentioned
in these short stories included anglicising his name, having his nationality questioned and
not having his qualifications recognised. This was so he and his story would fit into the
Australian institutions of whiteness, where he would show his love and gratefulness in return
(Ahmed, 2012).
The construction of this story is not unique, whether it be Kimio sharing his story in 1940’s or
1990’s Australia or the many “other people” who are coerced to share their curated stories of
gratitude and assimilation to Australian audiences today. Although I was not in the room that
day my grandfather shared this story, there have been many stories shared with me since, which
have led me to ask questions about so-called social and racial justice storytelling practices and
praxis. It is not that I question the intent of most storytellers, educators or community workers
but I am concerned about the impacts and beneficiaries of curated storytelling.

Curated storytelling to assimilate
This curated storytelling which Sujatha Fernandes (2017) examines at length, questions
the motives of not-for-profit storytelling and advocacy storytelling organisations who are
increasingly invested in developing stories to support their business model by activating target
audiences. She asks some pertinent questions on the construction of stories and how they are
used, drawing on case studies across the world whereby a Western formula of storytelling has
been implemented, resulting in few people benefitting, rather than many. And the ones who
benefit are those who are most willing and/or able to assimilate to the Western way of life.
As I interrogate this topic further, I have uncovered so much more than I could have ever
achieved if I stuck to my original research project and kept my head in books only. Rather, I
have been entrusted with firsthand experiences of racist storytelling within people’s places
of work, in the media and many other environments, including places we would not expect.
This has resulted in the realisation that my approaches, both in my research and my previous
practice would be what Ibram X. Kendi (2019) refers to as “assimilationist racism”, or at best
using Australian progressive terminology “integrationist racism”.
Reflecting on and reviewing my research methodology, I have had to revisit how storytelling
is central to theory. And it was through reading Bryan Brayboy’s paper on Tribal Critical Race
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Theory and his discussion on the interconnection between stories and theory that reinforced
the approach I needed to take. That is ‘stories are not separate from theory: they make up
theory and are, therefore, real and legitimate sources of data and ways of being’ (2005, p. 430).
Therefore, I believe we must listen more to the people who are impacted by the research rather
than the ones who conduct the research. We must also interrogate further who is involved in
the construction of so-called anti-racism and social impact stories, which allows us to identify
common problems with this curated storytelling process.

Moving towards an anti-racist storytelling approach
To move towards an anti-racist storytelling approach, a friend and I decided to start up our
social enterprise, Our Race, several years ago. Our Race is a growing team of storytelling
practitioners who are committed to flip the storytelling pyramid of power. We aim to achieve
this through the delivery of workshops, action-based research and the development of tools
which are community-centred.
We have engaged in academic literature, listened to storytellers and storytelling practitioners
and found some common issues with many storytelling practices. The common theme with
these many issues is that they are institutionally centred and take away the power from the
storyteller and the communities represented in them.
These stories focus on individualistic stories, place obligations on the storyteller and direct the
story without genuinely engaging with the storytelling custodians. It is for this reason that we
are developing tailored workshops and a framework which aim to address the current power
dynamics of the storytelling process. This means educating storytellers and story facilitators
to ensure a transparent and a fair approach. Ultimately, this should allow for the storyteller
to make an informed choice of being involved or not, while placing responsibility on the story
facilitator to value the storyteller as a person rather than a commodity.
These workshops require participants to put the mirror up to themselves looking at the
organisations and communities they are a part of. It takes a level of openness whereby good
intentions are not a sufficient outcome. It takes listening to those who are the storytellers and
the negative impacts that storytelling can have if we do not ask the right questions. There are
several questions you can ask and the ones that must be answered first are:
1.

Who benefits from the story?

2.

Who is impacted by the story, intentionally or not? positively or negatively?
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The power dynamics of storytelling
By exploring the above questions we can start to uncover the power dynamics of storytelling.
This allows us to subsequently find potential solutions to flip the power of storytelling.
So how do we do this?
We believe it’s about asking the right and often difficult questions. Looking at the purpose
and the cause. Being open to listen, learn and change. Questioning the status quo and hearing
alternative truths. This means unlearning and relearning.
Conceptually, we view the overall process as the flipping of the storytelling pyramid of power.
This means questioning Western formulas of storytelling. That is, realising that currently
most storytelling is told through an institutionally centred and powered approach where
the conditions are set by the institution. Consequently, the storyteller and communities
represented are insufficiently considered or respected (see Diagram 1).

Diagram 1: The institutional (integrationist racist) powered approach

Alternatively, if we see that the power of storytelling should be in the hands of the storytellers
and communities represented, we need to ensure that storytellers and communities are at the
top of the pyramid. As a result, the custodians of the stories hold the power of their own stories
(Diagram 2).
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Diagram 2: The community (anti-racist) powered approach

Facilitating the flipping of the pyramid requires educators, community organisations and other
storytelling practitioners high in social trust to be genuinely committed to anti-racist, ethical
storytelling approaches. In other words, a commitment to taking an antiracism approach to
storytelling, rather than the performative, commoditised, integrationist one.
In practice this means reviewing current practices and identifying alternative ones. It means
taking steps to implement a community-centred methodology of storytelling where the
storyteller and communities are always considered first. It means putting these lessons into
practice and working towards a continuously more ethical, anti-racist storytelling approach.
This is an ongoing project for the Our Race community members and partners. We are all
committed to improving our practice and praxis. We therefore invite collaboration, contribution
and critique so that we can shift this pyramid of power together.
For me, I do not know how this approach of ethical storytelling would have impacted my
grandfather. But I know that this approach would have given him a choice to tell his story his
way, or to not perform it at all. I now hope that this approach will benefit how stories are told
by the people and communities who choose not to perform for the assimilationist project.
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Puppet pandemonium:
Puppet play as a tool for
self-expression
Olivia Karaolis
How do we explain COVID-19 and social isolation to young children in a way that makes them
feel safe? How do we encourage them to discuss and accept difficult situations in a way that
is empowering? Puppets can be an enormous asset in engaging young children in dialogue
because they help externalise feelings and invite self-expression. In this article, I will discuss
how to use puppets to help young children share their thoughts and feelings about important
events in their lives. I hope you will discover new ways to integrate puppetry into your practice
that support you and your students build confidence and have fun!
Research shows that puppets can be a valuable teaching and learning tool (Kroger & Nuponnen,
2019). They are beneficial in facilitating positive learning environments and can be helpful in
creating a safe space for children and young people’s self-expression (Remer & Tzuriel, 2017).
Relationships between children and teachers are enhanced through a puppet and this in turn
leads to meaningful communication and mutual understanding (Korosec, 2012). At a time when
our students’ wellbeing and mental health is a priority (Hargreaves, 2020), puppets have a very
important role to play in our classrooms and practice. The following vignette is an example of
how puppets provided children with a way to make sense of the COVID-19 lockdown.

Vignette
It is Easter Saturday, and Evie and I are preparing an online workshop using Zoom. Evie is a
bunny puppet and is co facilitating the session in which young children and their caregivers
have registered to meet the bunny in question, and more importantly, ask the puppet
any questions they have about the coronavirus and their first holiday in social isolation.
Although I have used puppets extensively to encourage conversation with children, this is
my first time using a digital platform and I wonder if the children will be as comfortable
and as forthcoming as they usually are when a puppet is involved.
I need not have worried. The moment that Evie takes centre screen, the children are engaged
and excited. I hear the “ohhs” and “ahhs” as well as comments like, “She is so cute”, “Look
Mummy, it is a bunny” and “Hi Evie”. After a quick introduction, the children begin by asking
Evie important questions about her work delivering chocolate eggs. Is she still coming
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this year? Where does she keep all the eggs? Does anyone help her? The children are all
relieved to hear that they should expect a visit from the Easter Bunny tomorrow. Questions
then start to come up about social isolation and if Evie is in lockdown too. Evie explains,
that except for tomorrow, she has been in her burrow with her family. She adds that like
children, bunnies are not likely to get sick from the “Co…co…coronavirus” (she has a hard
time saying such a big word, this leads to lots of giggling) but is staying home just in case.
The children and Evie continue to talk about missing their friends, their grandparents and
decide to make a list of all the things they want to do when they do not have to stay at
home. One little girl asks Evie, “What happened to all the toilet paper?”. Caught off guard
and needing to conceal her (and my) laughter, Evie asks the other children. One boy offers,
“I think they are using it to build a fort”. The children and Evie like this idea and we played
a musical game before we say goodbye.

The online workshop above gave children a place to ask questions about the coronavirus and
share their feelings about social isolation. They expressed their concerns about the Easter
Bunny visiting them during the lockdown, the shortage of bathroom tissue and the people they
missed. Many parents followed up with comments about how the interaction with Evie helped
them in understanding their children’s experience about the situation. For many parents, this
was the first time their children had shared their feelings. The children told their parents they
were ‘happy’ after talking with Evie. One girl told her mother how much she loved talking
with the puppet because, “that’s just how I am feeling”. Children related to the puppet and
felt confident confiding to Evie. After hearing Evie’s thoughts, the children added by making
connections to their own lives. They had made a connection.
An educator does not need to be a puppeteer to achieve this. The following ideas can support
your use of puppets in drama to support children socially and emotionally, as well as build a
trusting environment that is necessary for creative expression. Anyone can do it!

The puppet
The selection of the puppet is key for several reasons. Puppets delight children and just like
toys, can be embodied with a character or come to life. It is important that the puppet appeals
to the children and to you. A good starting place is the interests of the children. Think about
the animals or characters that the children like before you begin your search. Once you have
found the creature, see if it is attractive to you. Does it charm you? Can you give it a voice
and use this puppet as a conduit to connect you to the children? Think about the themes
you may want to discuss with the children and how the puppet can support that discussion.
I typically choose a puppet that is non-threatening, a baby duck or puppy. Puppets that can
communicate timidity or shyness such as a turtle or snail are terrific as they can retract into
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their shell. Such a character can be very helpful in encouraging other shy children to find their
voice too. Your relationship with the puppet, your recognition and acceptance of its feelings
will bring you closer to the children. You will find that a puppet can help you build rapport
with your students by the way you respond to the creature you are animating (Koresec, 2012).

Animation
Your care of the puppet reflects your ability to care for the children and adds to the imaginative
aspect or magic of the puppet play. For this reason, it is very important that you handle the
puppet as if it is living and possesses emotions and needs. Think about where you keep the
puppet and how you present it to the class. A puppet that is tossed on a teacher’s desk or left
with other objects on a shelf or in the dress up box cannot be imbued with the same sense of
value as the puppet that is discovered or thoughtfully introduced to a group. The following
suggestions have worked beautifully in my own practice when introducing a puppet for the
first time.
• Sleeping puppet: In this scenario, the puppet is fast asleep in my arms or a basket and
snoring. After a few unsuccessful attempts by me to wake her, I ask a student to try ‘gently’
to wake the puppet up. The child should always be successful. Once the puppet is awake,
children can introduce themselves to her and tell her about their class/school.
• Monkey in a drum: If you have a drum of any size (I use a bongo) turn it upside down and
place the puppet inside. The children will see the puppet, sitting in the instrument. I often
add to the scenario by saying that the monkey is stuck. I ask the children to find a magic
word that will release him from the drum. The instrument can be incorporated into the
public play to make rhythm walks or as a signal for warm-up games such as stop/go.
• Puppet with a problem: Before you Introduce the puppet to the children, tell them a little
about the puppet and give the puppet a problem that you hope they will be able to assist
you to solve. For example, the puppet could be about to start preschool/school and be very
nervous about what to expect. This strategy is wonderful to introduce a theme to the class
and place the children in the position of ‘expert’. Through this device, educators can learn
the knowledge that children bring to the topic of conversation.
The size of the puppet is a very important practical consideration as it affects how you animate
the puppet. Choose a puppet that is easy or comfortable for you to manipulate. It should not
be too cumbersome or too small. I prefer a full-scale puppet or adult hand sized puppet as they
are large enough to draw the children’s attention and can be manipulated to express verbal
and non-verbal forms of communication. When purchasing a puppet, make sure that your
hand or arm can move comfortably inside to open or close the mouth or move the puppets
arms or wings (if they have them). Can you make the puppet wave, play peek-a-boo and use
gestures? The more the better, especially for children with developing language.
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Eye contact between you and the puppet adds to the illusion. This can be achieved by speaking
directly to the puppet and turning its face, so you are looking into its eyes. Bring the puppet
towards the children when it is speaking or listening to them and if possible, make sure the
puppet is on their level when engaging in conversation. As puppets cannot typically close their
eyes, drop their head down when they are sleeping. A tired puppet can be a very effective way
to transition out of the puppet play and into a related learning experience, such as writing.
I always practice giving the puppet a voice in advance. I do this by looking at the puppet
and waiting for its voice to come to me. You may want to start by having the animal puppet
communicate through sounds. For example, a duck puppet can ‘quack’ in response to
questions and you and then the children can interpret or translate on the puppet’s behalf. I
often request that the puppet switches into speaking English as the children don’t speak ‘duck’.
This causes a lot of amusement and can lead to exploration of additional languages spoken by
the class. If you do decide to create a ‘voice’ for the puppet, think about your original intention
of introducing puppet play. A gentle, quiet or softly spoken character may be less imposing
for the children. I like to contrast the physicality of the puppet with a contrasting voice. For
example, my full-sized grey nurse shark, Bruce, is quite tentative vocally, he pauses to find
the right word and sounds quite nervous. In contrast, Baby, a teeny, tiny chicken is very loud
and sassy. Whatever choice you make, it must be one that is comfortable to you. All that is
necessary is a willingness to play and have fun. The puppets voice can be very similar to yours
too, you are connected and co-exist. That is part of the magic.
Children or students in the upper years can also use puppets. This age group can design and
create their own puppets. These puppets can be used to act out performances or used in a
debate, public speaking or readers theatre. Human or life-sized puppets can be very valuable
in developing performances or for characterisation. Some students in drama may benefit
from having a puppet as a ‘cover’ and feel more comfortable being part of a performance
when they have the protection of a puppet. “Hot seating” is another drama strategy that is
enriched with a puppet. The puppet can be used to model or teach the strategy in which the
person (or puppet) in the hot seat is asked questions about a topic or issue. The puppet can be
manipulated by the students and even be part of a panel of puppets to be interviewed by the
class. Characterisation and role play can be explored through the puppet. This may develop
every student’s confidence in speaking in front of an audience and expressing their views.
The possibilities for puppetry are endless. The intention of this article is to give you some ideas
to develop your confidence in drawing on the art of puppetry and include it in your practice.
Puppets have been wonderful co-teachers in my work and have led to so many discoveries and
insights about the students’ capabilities and personal views. They bring joy and comfort to a
learning environment. At this unprecedented time, we need puppets in our schools to support
the wellbeing of our students and ourselves.
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Stronger Together – The art
of staging a musical in a
professional venue
Matthew Aris
Arts education partnerships are relationships that aim to strengthen schools and communities
by engaging students and developing their capabilities in the arts by bringing additional
perspectives, resources and support to enhance curriculum and the quality of arts related
events (Carlisle, 2011). With the world now in clutches of a global pandemic and the entire
professional performance industry in shutdown, the possibility for collaborations between
schools and the broader performing arts community is rich with opportunity.
Professional venues, already popular with schools looking to improve the quality of
performance and showcase to wider community audiences, are looking to local productions
to fill the void left from national and international touring companies. And for schools seeking
larger venues and regulated management of audiences due to ongoing physical distancing
restrictions, the hiring of a professional performance space to stage their next musical
production – especially one that is heavily discounted – has never been more achievable.
Staging a school production in a professionally operated and equipped venue, however, is
not a guarantee of success. And although venue management and their staff are more open
to receiving school groups into their theatres, the tenuous history between these two groups
requires consideration of some of the enablers and constraints to successfully navigate these
site-specific partnerships.

A risky venture
I was approached by our Principal to move our musical off campus to a professional venue,
and my initial reaction was being hesitant and slightly overwhelmed.
It’s a risky venture for drama teachers to leave the familiarity of a school venue and venture out
into an unknown industry space because school theatre practices are not always compatible
with those used in a professional venue. The lack of available and qualified staff within
schools, for example, means that teachers of drama are often juggling multiple production
roles with their normal teaching loads. Whereas, in an industry setting there is one specifically
trained person for each production role – especially leadership roles associated with musical
productions.
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Research highlights that the peculiarities of working within a school context have helped
propagate an image of the drama teacher as overworked and wearing too many hats. And
this may explain some of the limiting preconceptions of these teachers held by industry
professionals as unorganised, ‘novices’ who don’t understand the business of theatre.
Similarly, for drama teachers, there can be a view that industry professionals don’t care about
school shows in the same way that they care about professional shows (Aris et al., 2019).
These negative and often unexamined preconceptions are damaging and may be the reason
why partnerships between the two different groups can fail. If staging your school’s musical in
a professional venue is to succeed, outdated and limiting stereotypes need to be replaced with
positive, inclusive and informed perceptions from both groups.

Renegotiating roles and practices
To achieve a successful outcome when staging a school musical in a professional venue, drama
teachers and industry professionals should re-negotiate traditional roles and practices to
accommodate each other in these new partnership settings.
As a way of preventing the burden that filling multiple roles places on drama staff and when
the level of expertise required is not available within the school community, it is recommended
to outsource crucial production roles to industry professionals. This in turn creates the space
for drama teachers to have a more rewarding experience with greater focus on one leadership
role per teacher. If your school cannot afford to hire professional designers, set builders and
technicians then volunteers with suitable experience should be engaged. However, it’s advised
not to fall into the trap of taking on multiple production roles – especially leadership roles.
The importance of detailed preparation and planning is key for a successful outcome when
working with industry staff in a professional venue. Teachers should visit the venue and get
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the industry experts involved early. Come to the meeting prepared with a detailed production
schedule (draft version) that is realistic (can be achieved in the time allotted) detailed (all areas
of production are accounted for) and be willing to ask and be open to feedback.
Fostering a clear line of communication between school participants and venue staff is another
key practice that enables a fluid partnership process. A willingness from drama teachers to take
on board advice and ask for help fosters an atmosphere of collaboration. Whist partnerships
are further enabled when schools are realistic about what can be achieved in the theatre in
the allotted time and budgetary restraints. Venue staff too must make allowances by going at
a slower pace because a school production is different to that of a professional company who
may have been repeating the same show for many years.
In many cases, industry professionals are experiencing a growing connection to the purpose
of staging a school musical and are learning to appreciate what drama teachers are trying to
achieve. The value added in working with students in this capacity brings another dimension to
their professional roles (being a vehicle for student learning) as co-collaborator and mentor.
The willingness of venue staff to take on board these developing roles and help nurture a
school musical is a critical factor that enables school groups to navigate the unfamiliar terrain
of staging a musical in a professional venue successfully.

A Shared Vision of Quality
During this time of great uncertainty and change, an opportunity has presented itself to create a
shared vision of what constitutes quality in performing arts education between two groups that
normally have contrasting values. The industry space, that traditionally defines quality by the
end product (the number of seats sold, the response of the audience and critics) is in contrast
to the traditional pedagogical model of success, although containing elements of the industry
definition are dominantly based around educational learning processes and increased student
engagement. These new roles see industry and education groups sharing the responsibility via
a new vision for arts education partnerships in which industry and education values for quality
(aesthetic and educational) are being shared.
It takes great risk, hard work and perseverance to successfully navigate your musical production
beyond the safety of the traditional school boundaries into a foreign industry space. However,
if drama teachers and industry personnel are prepared to invest time and self-awareness,
then the staging of a school musical in a professional venue is achievable and rewarding. The
placement and visibility of quality school productions in professional venues at this time will
fill an important gap left by the absence of touring productions. The rise of these opportunities
has the potential to propel the prevailing views held by industry and education professionals
towards the ‘other’ into a more exciting, dynamic and permeable space of solidarity and
mutually beneficial arts education partnerships.
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Whale Dreaming:
an approach to ‘Teaching in
an Aboriginal Way’
Helen Sandercoe

Acknowledgement of Country
I wish to begin by acknowledging the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nation, the traditional
owners of the land on which the workshop was first delivered. I pay my respects to the Elders;
past, present and emerging. I acknowledge and wish to celebrate that arts are the essential
media for expressing relationships of family and community, culture, history and country.

Background and Context
This year as everyone has experienced is a year of unexpected change, from how to deal
with students affected by extended, serious bushfires, then to the many impacts arising from
COVID-19. Change is also happening in our curricula that will have lasting effects. Over the
last few years, there has been a revolution with inclusion of learning about Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures, under the umbrella of Cross Curriculum Priorities.
Acknowledging that Australia’s First Nation peoples’ history and culture is to ensure ‘Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students are able to see themselves, their identities and their cultures
reflected in the curriculum of each of the learning areas’ and ensure ‘all students … engage
in reconciliation, respect and recognition of the world’s oldest continuous living cultures’
(Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2020). The following
workshop description offers a way to enact a topic through a First Nations perspective for the
Primary or Middle Years Drama classroom.
This workshop description is not about how to survive in lockdown, but rather how to celebrate
the annual migration of whales that occurs each winter as right and humpback whales swim
up the eastern Australian coast with their young to warm tropical waters. As it travels along
the east coast of Australia on its annual migration, the whale has featured prominently in
traditional Aboriginal story, song and rock art. Beached whales provided a reason for local
Aboriginal nations to gather together to share large feasts. In contemporary times, the whale
continues to be important to many Aboriginal groups along the coastal regions. Moving up and
down the coast, the whale does not belong to one particular group, but to all (Duncan, n.d.).
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Whales have captured mankind’s imagination over centuries in many cultures from Dreaming
Stories to ‘Moby Dick’. Whales offer a rich topic to explore not only through Indigenous
perspectives, but the history of the exploitation and near extinction during the nineteenth and
first half of the twentieth centuries and through the consideration of the impacts of climate
change and plastics in the ocean. I see this lesson plan as the first in a more comprehensive
unit on whales.
This workshop was designed and presented for third year pre-service teachers taking an elective
in primary drama. This workshop takes place over three hours and has been inspired by the
chapter ‘Singing your own Songlines: Approaches to Indigenous drama’ by Anne Marshall from
‘Drama Journeys’ edited by Mary Mooney and Jennifer Nicholls (2004). This chapter offers a
very detailed approach, advice and strategies as Anne Marshall explains, for teaching ‘in the
Aboriginal way’.
To begin, Anne Marshall defines ‘Songlines’ as ‘the term (that) encapsulates the close
connectedness of people, events, social and religious belief, environment and movement
through the land: and a mapping of identity and country using the visual and performing arts’
(Mooney & Nicholls, 2004, p.56).
Here are a few of the important aspects that I have endeavoured to incorporate into this
workshop from her lists of strategies:
• Storytelling is connected to synaesthesia in both the creating and the interpretation of
meaning
• Sharing personal stories by listening and telling
• Building ‘community’ in the classroom
• Valuing identity and family
• Using visual and narrative iconography
• Representing the land and all living organisms, not just people, as being important to the
drama
• The drama work is collaborative, building multi-layered messages
• Practicing different genres of narrative. (Mooney & Nicholls, 2004, pp. 62 - 4).
In brackets after each activity there are captions showing the connection to Anne Marshall’s
strategies for teaching in an Aboriginal way.
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Workshop Outline
Setting the Context
As Indigenous culture is essentially about connection to land and community through culture,
the following is a suggested way to approach this. Everything in Indigenous culture also works
on many symbolic levels and layers.
1.

Walking the Space: Participants are encouraged to take off their shoes and be more
connected to the ground. Choose a place in the space where you would like to stand, and
for a minute think about the places that have meaning for you. Then go for a walk around
the space and imaginatively assign a spot in the room for each of the places that have
meaning. Choose up to 3 places. (For example, three places that have special meaning
for me are the small clump of Antarctic Beeches in Lamington National Park, these are
very ancient trees about 2,000 years old behind the Gold Coast; Stradbroke Island, near
Brisbane; and the Georges River near Lorne, Victoria.)
Then walk that journey again, making sure you travel to the same places in the same
way. Stop at each of the places for a short time and remember the place clearly.
Walk the same journey again, adding a symbolic gesture or movement for each of the
places where you stopped.
Then on a sheet of paper draw the journey finding symbols for each place and then share
the story of your places with a partner.
(Visual Narratives combined with Oral Storytelling, developing a sense of country)

2.

Telling the story of who you are: (Family and kinship is also a very important part of
First Nation people’s lives). In pairs, each tells briefly the story of who they are, their
family history. (Try to tell it in first person and present tense)
A short time can be spent with class members sharing family stories: How many
generations do you know about? Where do families come from? etc.
(Building community and trust, personal story telling, valuing identity and family)

3.

Whale Encounters: In small groups, tell any stories or experiences that have connections
with whales. Then make a freeze frame, which may include some movement that
represents a moment from one of these stories.
Documentary videos of whales could be shown here, to build understanding, especially
for those who know little about whales.
(Oral storytelling, may be gaining knowledge about whales)
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4.

Role on the Wall: In groups of five, draw a large whale on a large sheet of paper and on
the outside of the whale, note biological description and information and on the inside
write cultural and historical information from a Western perspective. What is/was valued
about the whale in the past and in the present and why? What has not been valued? Why
are they still hunted?
(Establishing a variety of perspectives, knowledge and understandings of whales)

5.

Physical Warm-up: Group Movement. Stand with awareness of being grounded, of the
whole of the foot on the floor, the knees a little bent. Building a sense of community:
When the group feels ready, walk together around the room and get faster until running
and then slowing to walking and together come to a stop. This may need a few attempts
to build the sense of togetherness.

6.

Image Making of Natural Environments:
Making these environments are preparation for the creation story that is to follow.
Mountains: The whole group runs into the centre of the room from the edge of the room
to create a mountain range with their bodies. Then very slowly they erode away as the
mountains are worn away. Explain that most Australian mountains are low and undulating
as they are so ancient. (A percussion instrument can be used as an accompaniment.)
Rivers: The group scatter themselves through the main part of the room, to represent
rocks in a river. The other half move as though they were the water rushing around and
over rocks. (Music or percussion to accompany.)
Waterholes: The group who have just been water, then create the outside edge of a
water hole. The other half gradually come in the ‘water hole’ and make a picture of the
plants and animals that could be found at a water hole. Bring it to life with the sounds
and movements. This may be a more focussed soundscape of ‘dawn at the waterhole or
creek’ or a ‘picture postcard with a soundscape’. (It is a useful way to encourage students/
participants to think more about Australian animals and birds and environment. I find
that often urban or city students have not had much experience of the Australian bush).
The Ocean Edge: The half who were the plants and animals create rocks and cliffs at the
ocean edge and the other half create the waves that crash onto those cliffs. (Build to a
crescendo and then the waves slowly lose their energy and become calm.)
(Building belief and understanding of the landscape, of country, the idea of the land
being created)
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7.

Whale Dreamtime story: Toorongong, the Whale and Baiyami
The Dreaming story below is read to the group. Each group of about 5 or 6 participants
is assigned a small section of the story to find a way of expressing it through movement
and sound. Also, the class is asked to consider the role of the narrator. Is there one voice
or many or is the narration shared? Is there one narrator who sits outside the action or is
the narration from within the performing group? Also, the use of percussion, is it by the
performers or by one percussionist? Ideally, there should be a variety of materials such
as pieces of cloth and rostra boxes that could be chosen by the groups to enhance the
work. Here is a suggested break down of the group work:
Group 1. Freeze Frame + sound
Group 2. Movement + sound
Group 3. Movement + sound
Group 4. Movement + sound
Group 5. Movement + sound.
Then the story is retold with the groups with the added movement and sound and
narration. The sound may be from percussion instruments including clap sticks.
(Storytelling through the senses, collaborative story telling about living things)
Then each group is given a large piece of paper, to recreate the story through symbols
and then shared with the whole group.
(Visual narrative)
Then the class returns to the ‘Whale on the Wall’ and Indigenous perspectives and new
understandings are added and there is a discussion about what is revealed.
(Personal, cultural and historical understanding of whales)

8.

Reflection and Discussion of the whole lesson and approaches.
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Here is the Dreaming story to be explored.

Toorongong, the Whale and Baiyami
Creation Dreamtime story of the Darkinjung, Gamilaroi Nations, Australia as told
by Aboriginal Elder of the Darkinjung tribe, Kevin ‘Gavi’ Duncan. I understand that is
important when telling and exploring Dreaming Stories that whose story it is, and where
it comes from, is acknowledged.
This story and artwork have been reproduced here with the permission of Kevin ‘Gavi’
Duncan, a Kamilaroi Aboriginal artist from the NSW Central Coast, and Senior Tourism
Cultural Education Officer, Darkinjung Aboriginal Land Council. Gavi has also generously
engaged with and responded to the workshop design saying, ‘it is great having two
nation groups telling our stories of the interconnection spirituality between people and
our natural environment’.

Darkinjung Nation,
NSW Central Coast.

(Above right): A pathway surrounded by the Rainbow Serpent (representing Umulliko)
sits near the whale, the Central Coast and Darkinjung nation focus of the Umulliko’s
logo. The sun is the giver of life and accompanies the whale.
Reproduced with permission of Kamilaroi Aboriginal artist Kevin ‘Gavi’ Duncan.
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Group 1
Before the Earth was born the Mirrabooka, (the Milkyway) flowed across the night
skyworld. Yarrai, the sunman was still asleep along with Gilli, the moonwoman.
Baiyami lived in the far corner of the Mirrabooka along with Yhi, our Mother. The Earth
was yet to be born. It lay still and silent in darkness, a lifeless ball. Baiyami’s world
existed as a pure state of spirituality where all the creatures and plants were born
in the Morning Star, the star of life and soul. Amongst all the creatures of creation
was Toorongong, the whale, Baiyami’s favourite. Bayami spoke of his new creation.
A promise of a new world in the Mirrabooka where Toorongong could live along with
all creatures in harmony. Toorongong would spread the kinship system among all
creatures. It was a new Dreaming.

Group 2
Baiyami prepared for his journey. He prepared his canoe and took Bundar, the
kangaroo and Toorongong, the whale. They travelled the Mirrabooka in Baiyami’s
canoe until they reached the new world which was covered in darkness. As Baiyami
descended upon the empty land he crushed the mountain of Yango. Suddenly a light
appeared in the eastern sky. It was the birth of the Morning Star, the first light.

Group 3
Plants began to awaken along with strange creatures who slept in the darkness.
Baiyami awoke Gurria, the great Serpent, who appeared in rainbow colours. He
began to move across the lands releasing the waters within to fill the waterholes,
rivers, oceans and billabongs. The spirit of Bundar, the kangaroo was released to
the lands. Toorongong was in awe of Baiyami’s creation. Baiyami’s roaring voice of
thunder echoed across the Mirrabooka.

Group 4
A warm glow appeared on the horizon. It was Yarrai, the sunman. During the evening
another soft light appeared on the horizon. It was Gilli, the moonwoman. Baiyami
welcomed them to the new world. The new world was born then Baiyami said to
Toorongong, “This will be your Dreaming place. You shall reign over these lands and
waters, my friend. Your kin will forever live in these sacred realms on Earth. Go and
give what I have given to you, the kinship of life.” Toorongong went into the lands
taking with him the spirit of Baiyami.
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Group 5
Baiyami ascended back to the Mirrabooka. During the dreamtime period Toorongong
intermingled with other creatures, passing on the Laws of Baiyami. He later changed
form from a bird of the land to live as he does today in the ocean as a whale. This was
the birth of Toorongong on Earth.

Resources
• Percussion instruments, clap sticks
• Large sheets of paper, sheets of A4 and marker pens
• Music/CD: Blak – Bangarra Dance Theatre

Other Useful Resources and References
• More information about Whale Dreaming stories.
http://www.worldtrans.org/creators/whale/mythintro.html
• The children’s picture book about Migaloo, a famous white whale.
Wilson, Mark. (2015). Migaloo, the White Whale, Hachette Australia, Sydney.
• Dealing with plastic in the ocean, this is a charming animation that is suitable for
younger Primary students: A Whale’s Tale: Hope Works https://youtu.be/xFPoIU5iiYQ
• There are also fascinating and powerful stories of the Killer Whales of Twofold
Bay, Eden, NSW and their relationship with the Aboriginal whalers and how that
relationship was broken by white whalers. This story is documented at Eden’s Killer
Whale Museum and in texts. There is also a children’s picture book telling this story.
http://www.abc.net.au/local/audio/2013/10/29/3879462.htm

About the author
Helen Sandercoe has been a Drama/Theatre teacher for much of her life. Central to her practice is how
to best develop expressive skills and create an aesthetic experience. Recently, she has been teaching the
essentials of Drama for Primary and Secondary Pre-service teachers. There is nothing more exciting for
Helen than when a whole class is involved in the creative process.
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Three drama workshops for exploring
themes of hope and resilience in
difficult times, using Shaun Tan’s
Picture Book: The Red Tree
Tim Phillips

Introduction
‘…drama is an active bridge between our inner world and the environment.’
(Courtney 1982, p. 79)
If there ever was a need for a bridge between our inner world and the environment, it is in
2020, when it has been an unsettling time for Australian students. At the beginning of the year,
bushfires ravaged the country, destroying homes, turning the sky red and filling air with thick
smoke. Only a few months later the country went into lockdown due to an invisible virus COVID-19. O’Connor (cited in Vukovic 2020) explains; ‘none of us can make sense of Covid-19
but it must be particularly difficult if you’re nine or 10-years-old and you see adults so nervous
and scared’.
While using drama in education to help young people deal with life-changing events, through
developing resilient dispositions, is nothing new, in 2020 it is as important as ever (Cahill 2002,
p. 14). O’Connor, who has worked with young people and arts-based practices in naturaldisaster settings, has created a website called Te Rito Toi. It is a resource for teachers to help
‘children when they first return to school following major traumatic or life changing events’
(University of Auckland 2020). I see the following workshops as my contribution to this area
during these unsettling times. In a world in need of healing and sense-making, drama provides
our students with the tools to respond and move forward in the face of uncertainty.
Throughout the workshops, students are invited to step into the role of the child in The Red
Tree, while also creating characters inspired by trees. Through the use of characters, students
position themselves at a distance to the work, encouraging safety in the experience. They play
as a character other than themselves so as to be ‘experimenting with constructing order and
meaning in consequence-free settings’, even if the content that they are working with is deeply
connected to their current wellbeing (O’Toole 2006, p. 2). Through this distancing, students are
able to explore personal feelings without fear of being exposed and embarrassed, and without
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bringing back traumatising events and emotions. This provides a particular freedom to explore
strategies that may help them move through these states of being, as resilient individuals, that
otherwise they might be too nervous to try.
Through the symbolic metaphor of a growing tree, students are challenged to think and act
with complexity as they express what otherwise would be hard to name. This is possible
through drama and theatre practices, which have used metaphors throughout history. Using
metaphor allows students to do many things, from making new meanings to approaching
difficult content by placing the personal in something external so to be examined in a new way
(Pammenter 2013, p. 92). Hope and growth are given a physical appearance by the tree and its
leaves, making an abstract idea easier for students to grasp and understand.
These workshops are not designed to act as drama therapy or judge any emotions; they use
drama as a way for students to learn social and emotional skills to help them cope and make
sense of feelings they might have. Through the workshops, they embody and explore oftendifficult emotions of sadness and loneliness as they find ways to be resilient in overcoming
the barriers they present. They don’t prescribe strategies for students to become resilient
individuals; rather they create collaborative, student-centred learning experiences, where they
are given a framework to bring their own ideas to exchange and try with others.
Whilst there are potentially extensive social and emotional learnings that occur in these
workshops which make them useful cross-curricular activities, there are also rich drama
learning outcomes present. Through imaginative character-building activities in Workshop 1
and 2, students create different characters. They portray particular emotions as they find their
way through scenarios before creating final short scenes.

Year Level

5/6

Overview

In these workshops, students explore complex emotions, such
as sadness and loneliness, within the protection of characters.
They consider how these feelings can impact behaviour and
ways of being in the world. Importantly, students unpack
reasons why someone may feel this way and develop strategies
to respond in resilient ways.

Resources Required

Text: The Red Tree by Shaun Tan
https://youtu.be/PrmMFFpKxgw
Paper
Markers
Scissors

Spaces Required

Indoor space for movement
Access to Park/Garden/Schoolyard with trees
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Learning Outcomes
Students…
• can name and portray emotions with their characteristics
• use expressive skills to create characters with emotions
• identify and perform strategies of resilience to use in challenging times
• interrogate how emotions impact behaviour (externally/internally)
• work collaboratively with respect, care and empathy, particularly when working with
heightened emotions.

Australian Curriculum Links
Drama

General Capabilities

Health and Physical
Education

Explore dramatic action,
empathy and space in
improvisations, playbuilding
and scripted drama to develop
characters and situations
(ACADRM035)

Critical and Creative Thinking:
Generating ideas, possibilities
and actions

Examine the influence of
emotional responses on
behaviour and relationships
(ACPPS056)

Develop skills and techniques
of voice and movement
to create character, mood
and atmosphere and focus
dramatic action (ACADRM036)

Personal and Social
Capability: Self-awareness,
self-management, social
management

Plan and practise strategies
to promote health, safety and
wellbeing (ACPPS054)

Explain how the elements
of drama and production
elements communicate
meaning … (ACADRR038)

Literacy: Comprehending texts
through listening, reading and
viewing

Explore how participation in
outdoor activities supports
personal and community
health and wellbeing and
creates connections to natural
and built environments
(ACPPS059)
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Workshop 1
Sometimes the day begins …

PART A – Language of Emotions
• Create a list of emotions, passing each one around the circle (mime).
• Groups make tableaux of 3 contrasting emotions, transitioning between emotions.
• Present and guess the emotions, sparking a discussion about how emotions were
presented.

PART B – Encountering The Red Tree
• Read the first 2 pages of The Red Tree. Warm up imagination: Assume a sleeping
position, close eyes. Wake up as the child in the book.
• Students begin moving around the room as the child, greeting each other.
• The dark leaves multiply (look at page 2 of the text), making it harder to move through
the bedroom. Eventually the leaves make everything dark. Students move carefully
with their eyes closed to see if this creates an atmosphere of fear, uncertainty and
loneliness as described in the text. Throughout, pause and ask students to describe
how they are feeling. Consider splitting group in half to watch and spot for safety
concerns.
• The teacher now reads the next 2 pages in the book.
• In pairs, students work as a sculptor and clay. The sculptor uses the phrase from the
text ‘nobody understands’ to mould their ‘clay’ partner into a character.
• Gallery walk, with the teacher tapping-in to hear the thoughts of each sculptured
character.
• Reverse roles and repeat using text ‘darkness overcomes you’.
• Step out of character: the child from the book goes back to bed. When they wake up
they are themselves.
• After having ideas already generated, the teacher prompts and records discussion by
asking the students, out of character, Why do you think someone might feel the way
the child just felt?
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Workshop 2
Outside the window …

PART A – Looking Outside
• Read the book up to ‘wonderful things are passing you by’.
• Teacher-in-role (TIR) as the child looking out the window. Allow students to ask
questions, including those related to the end of last workshop. TIR does not respond
with too much detail, but obliquely, using this opportunity to build interest and
wonder.
• TIR asks the students, Can you go outside and tell me about the things you see? I want
to know what is happening out there! The class heads outside.

PART B – Outside the Window
• Warm up by activating different senses, noticing what’s around them (bringing them
into the present moment: mindfulness practice).
• Lead students through the outside space, engaging students with different textures
and feelings (i.e. grass vs concrete, shade vs sunlight).
• Brainstorm words of how being in this outside space makes students feel.

PART C – A Tree in Me
• In pairs, students choose a tree they like and write a description of it; use imagination to
think beyond what can be seen and felt (e.g. What’s its personality? What might it say?)
• What might this tree look like as a human? One person helps sculpt their partner,
informed by their partner’s written description.
• Pairs workshop this character, considering traits, how they move and speak –
workshop with ‘wonderful things are passing me by’.
• Remind students of their task to report back to the child (TIR) looking out the window.
Suggest that our ‘tree’ character would know what has been ‘passing them by’ so we
should interview them:
– Sculptors hot-seat their partner in character (as tree). They aim to describe part
of their life ‘growing’ to show the child what has happened outside their window
over time.
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– The characters create a phrase they used to help them through a difficult time in
their life. Record these. Sculptors use this mantra to build group tableaux.
• With this information, the TIR walks through an idea tunnel, where sculptors and tree
characters share their findings of what has happened outside the window.
• Students take a fallen leaf/branch/twig/stick/flower back to the class to remind them
of this experience.

Workshop 3
Growing our tree …

PART A – Collage
• Read the entire book, pausing on second last page showing a red stem growing.
Prompt thinking. What might this stem need to grow? Describe that ingredient. How
would you feed it to the tree? Mime these as a warm up.
• Write responses and mantras from the previous workshop on sheets of paper and
cut them out in shapes of leaves or branches. Create a collage tree sculpture in the
middle of the circle. They can use nature objects collected in Workshop 2.

PART B – Grow
• Groups make short performances that show how the child in The Red Tree overcame
a difficult situation.
Creating the performance
Encourage students to use material from previous workshops.
How are they feeling?
– Refer to lists from Workshop 1 and experiences as the child. Identify emotions
from list.
– Make a freeze frame of an emotion.
Why do they feel this way?
– Choose a scenario from end of Workshop 1-Part B.
– Use this to inspire a scene.
– Layer in a line of text from The Red Tree.
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How can they move forward?
– Refer to Workshop 2-Part C or take idea from collage tree in this lesson, for strategies
and ingredients to ‘keep growing’.
– Include this strategy to continue the scene, layer in this line of text.
A hopeful ending
– End with a tableau representing ‘hope’ in this situation.
• Share performances and engage students in conversations about the emotions
that were presented, the ways forward, moments of hope, resilience and consider
alternative strategies the child could have used.

PART C – The Seed
• Return to the book. Notice the red leaf on each page. Can students find it? Connect
it to hope; in every situation, no matter how dark, there is always hope that can be
grown.
• Students take a text-leaf from the tree they created at start of workshop as a reminder
of hope. They could keep it, leave it for someone to find, or give it to someone they
think needs it.
There’s always a way forward.

About the author
Tim Phillips is a final year Master of Teaching student at Deakin University, specialising in drama
education from P-12. He is passionate about using drama as a pedagogy to immerse students in their
literacy, and social and emotional learning. Tim also works as a professional theatre maker and actor,
and is often found collaborating with young people and local communities on creative projects.
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A New Recipe for Drama: Drama educators always pride themselves on challenging their
students to think critically and creativity; however, with the 2020 climate, it was time for our
educators to lead this style of thinking. The practical nature of our subject required educators
to recontextualise, adapt and change the recipe for Drama.
It was clear that although the same lock-down conditions had applied to ACT, everyone’s
experiences and ‘method’ for the recipe were vastly different. This became apparent during
our Senior Secondary Drama Moderation Day. To the educators’ credit, they continued to
provide creative and academic rigour to engage and meet the achievement standards. The
quality of assessment work and units being delivered showed that the ACT teachers rose to the
challenge and provided meaningful learning experiences to promote life-long learning.
Despite the traditional opportunities for performances not being able to go ahead, the recipe
changed again to adapt to this restriction. Across the capital, our audiences began to diversify
to include:
• Inter-class audiences,
• Primary school audiences,
• Performances for students,
• COVID-friendly audiences (limited adult audiences) and
• Live-streaming.
One outstanding example of diversifying their format was the “ACTUP Student Fringe Festival”
hosted by Canberra Theatre Centre’s Education Officer, Peter Van Rijswijk. The traditional
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fringe format was quickly adapted to an online platform allowing the students to maintain
their continuity during lockdown and develop a sense of achievement through performance
in a whirlwind of a year. The successful festival was live streamed to numerous schools and
community audiences. With this creative thinking from Peter Van Rijswijk, the 2021 “ACTUP
Student Fringe Festival” will continue to challenge and inspire performers in our ACT schools.
Check out the link, to access information about next year’s exciting Festival: https://education.
canberratheatrecentre.com.au/schools/act-up-school-performance-streaming/
One of the major challenges facing our Senior Secondary teachers is the rewrite of the Senior
Drama curriculum document. To reflect the longevity and transferrable skills that Drama
Education offers, the proposed units are bringing yet another change to the recipe. However,
the new curriculum will allow greater flexibility for teachers in schools to tailor their courses
to their individual students’ needs and reflect a development of the ACARA Achievement
Standards. ACTDA is eager to offer professional development and opportunities to extend
the already knowledgeable teachers’ abilities to roll out a new and exciting curriculum for
2022. ACTDA committee members are part of the rewriting journey and are ensuring the
idiosyncrasies of Drama are genuinely incorporated into the course.
Looking to the future, ACTDA is striving to build stronger partnerships between the primary,
high school and college sectors to promote the importance of a rewarding Drama Education.
As COVID has made us rethink how we engage and deliver unique learning opportunities, we
will continue to support Drama Educators around the capital.
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When Drama NSW planned their theme for the year 2020, Leading the Way, we had a very
different idea of what the year would look like. As a response to the challenges of COVID-19
and online teaching, Drama NSW led the way for NSW teachers to provide the support needed.
This was a time of innovation for our committee as we moved to online platforms, created
podcasts, wrote additional publications and worked together to provide as many practical
resources as we could to our members. The Drama NSW membership also grew to encompass
more regional members who would have been challenging to reach in the past. 2020 has been
a year of our teaching community to come together and foster our students’ love for drama in
varied creative platforms.

Drama NSW Committee 2020
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Professional Learning
Drama NSW Professional Learning has been outstanding this year and well attended by our
members. Drama NSW adapted to COVID-19 to create professional learning delivered through
Zoom sessions. Expert teachers, researchers and industry professionals delivered the following
professional learning sessions conducted online, with some sessions attended by up to 100
members (the maximum for the Zoom platform): HSC Group Performance, HSC Australian
Theatre, Topics in HSC – Written Essays, Structuring Effective Essays, Digital Ways to Teach
Drama, Transformational Assessment, Assisting Beginning Teachers, ‘No Strings Attached’
Puppetry, Aspiring Halt Meeting and Primary Teaching Workshops. Leading teachers also
conducted a Zoom learning session for our HSC Drama students, revising the core component
of the HSC Drama course, Australian Theatre, before the external written examination.

Drama NSW Professional Learning Launch

Communications
Our communications have strengthened to our members, which have included JEDA (Journal
of Education in Dramatic Arts), publications in Semester 1 and 2, as well as the termly Drama
NSW – E-Magazine. These publications have included teaching pedagogy, high-quality practical
resources, units of work, creative projects from the theatre industry and lesson approaches.
The Drama NSW social media presence (Facebook and Instagram) has continued, including
a new section on Instagram, ‘Meet the Committee’ with videos of each committee member.
These communication approaches have been a core part of reaching our members and sharing
valuable teaching resources as well as acknowledging our wider community.
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Drama NSW Podcast
President Sonia Byrnes has created an accessible
podcast for the teachers of Drama NSW, focused
on a range of topics, including the HSC Drama
written examination topics, responding to
COVID-19 updates from NESA and social justice
in the classroom. This has received much traction
and following on Spotify and has been one of the
major highlights for our members in 2020, allowing
them to access Professional Learning easily and be
up to date with curriculum changes in NSW.

Drama NSW Website
Drama NSW is currently upgrading its online
platform; we look forward in 2021 to sharing our
new website and logo, where we will include
additional online resources and streamline our
membership access.

Sonia Byrnes, Drama NSW President,
records the first ever Drama NSW
Podcast

Drama NSW Conference
The committee postponed the Drama State Conference in 2020 due to COVID-19, and we are
currently planning to encompass both in-person Professional Learning in 2021 and also to
include online formats, as well as shorter, accessible sessions.
As our committee plans for 2021, we are focused on diversity and encompassing a range of
voices in teaching drama to our students. Diversity is a broad term, but it is about understanding
that as theatre makers, performers, directors and storytellers, we all have different stories to
tell and contexts. Drama is a powerful platform for us to share our stories and for knowledge,
understanding and empathy to take place. The Drama NSW committee is excited about the
year ahead, building on the initiatives that have taken place this year, and continuing to lead
the way for Drama educators of NSW.
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President: Dana Holden
Drama Australia Liaison Officer: Stephanie Tudor

Last year we asked ADEM readers what their 2020 vision was in preparation for the National
Conference. Did anyone predict this was how it would turn out? Well, we are keeping on
keeping on and look forward to welcoming anyone from our community to Brisbane next year
in the Easter holidays.
The Drama Queensland committee has been busy this year and continually looking at ways to
best support and engage our members across the state. We have launched a book, developed
a new website, led professional development sessions, created and launched our podcast
DQ Chats, collated online learning resources and performances for our members, published
the quarterly Musesheet and annual journal DQ Says and distributed our monthly newsletter
DQ news. We have continued to advocate for our subject both at school and state levels,
working with the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) to best support
our teachers as we moved into first Year 12 year of the new QCE. There is no stopping our high
achieving team!
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Special Book Project –
Dramatic Encounters
The book was brought to us by Life Member
Madonna Stinson and is available through the shop
on our website. It shares the stories of incredible
teaching and learning across classrooms in our
state. Practicing teachers partnered with academics
to write about what amazing things they do each
and every day.

Podcast – DQ Chats
We have chatted about chatting on a podcast for a few years now, but lockdown got us moving!
Our committee and community have been recording episodes to share with our colleagues.
They are informal chats to share knowledge, ideas and information about what we do as
Drama Queensland, Drama Australia and teachers.

As we head into 2021, we will continue to develop Vision for Drama Queensland and focus on
celebrating the amazing work our Drama educators do across the state. As we explore new
ways to best connect and support our members, through PD, online resources, publications,
DQ social events and now our podcast, we will continue to invest in assisting teachers in the
implantation of engaging and exciting learning experiences. We want to continually challenge
our students to take what they know, understand, and think about the world, to provoke
alternative ways of seeing, thinking, and doing. By connecting our members with resources,
industry partners and each other we are helping to prepare our teachers and their students
with skills and processes to be able to examine the world around them to continually learn,
create and innovate.
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Drama Australia Liaison Officer: Valerie Harrold

2020 will certainly be a year we will all remember. In South Australia the Drama SA executive
faced the challenge the changes brought with them and looked at how to achieve the best
possible outcomes for our members.

Celebrating the end of 2019
Drama SA was awarded the Innovative Association Award at the Educators South Australia
World Teachers’ Day Awards for 2019. The award recognised the work of the Drama SA team for
extending the association’s reach into regional South Australia with the professional learning
program. At this same event we proudly awarded the 2019 Drama South Australia Award
to Cathy Miegel from Lamaroo Regional Community School. Cathy is one of our dedicated
members who regularly supporters our professional learning (PL)events.

Drama South Australia AGM
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Professional Learning
Re-grouping, re-imagining and developing a vision for what professional learning we could
offer members was the topic of our first online executive meetings beginning in March 2020.
In May we delivered our first online, free and interactive Pre-service Teachers workshop on
Zoom. The workshop reached out to pre-service teachers across Australia with some joining
from other states. The second of these workshops is planned for October and we hope for
more participants from other states. The great thing is that the next workshop is developed by
preservice teachers for pre-service teachers.

A Drama in Action Virtual PL was also offered in May this year. The workshop was designed to
give delegates creative strategies and ideas that foster practical ways to help students excel
through Drama.
The SACE Stage 1 follow up workshop online focused on
collaboration, creative strategies, and reflection on the new
Stage 1 Drama course. Delegates had the opportunity to
view various teachers’ task designs.
As restrictions eased in South Australia our first face to
face workshop was Bringing Puppets to Life. Developed in
collaboration with Windmill Theatre with two of their actors,
the workshop aimed to build skills and knowledge about
bringing puppets to life.

Online Resources

Bringing Puppets to Life
workshop

To support members, Drama SA has worked on a plan to expand our resources. Video and
written resources from past events have been added to the website and we have commissioned
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workshops from Finegan Kruckemeyer, Sean Riley and Craig McArdle. The long-term plan is to
continue to grow the resources over the coming months and years.

MAMA Project
Slow but steady! The MAMA Project here in South Australia is led by Valerie Harrold our DALO
representative. Valerie is interviewing our South Australian Drama legends, beginning with
Graham Cox followed by a Drama SA Life Member Julie Orchard. The interviews are available
on our website and a number of other interviews are in the planning stages.

Walking Together
The Walking Together project is a Drama SA initiative for preservice and practicing educators
to build their confidence, to celebrate and teach about the diversity and richness of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander People’s histories and cultures. This project is being supported
and guided by Uncle Tamaru, a Kaurna Elder. Uncle Tamaru has also assisted the executive
committee to create and film an Acknowledgement of Country. Further workshops are being
planned for 2021 for this project. The feedback gathered from participants demonstrated
how the workshop had begun to touch the edges of a need many teachers had, that is to
feel confident to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s perspectives in
their teaching.

Cultural walk and Acknowledgement of Country filming
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Mentor Project
This project was also moved to a virtual platform, but we were very excited to see a pre-service
teacher from Western Australia join us. A second session is in the final stages of planning, and
we encourage all states and territories to share this with your universities, as this is a wonderful
opportunity for growth and information. Please look out for further information soon.

Drama SA State Conference
A decision was made by the executive committee to postpone The Drama South Australia State
Conference to 2021. Significant planning had already been undertaken so it is with excitement
and anticipation that we look forward to the opportunities in 2021.
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President: Michelle Weeding
Drama Australia Liaison Officers: Kelly Howell and Marty Crerar

Connect and Inspire through Collaboration has been Drama Tasmania’s theme for the
year. Throughout 2020 we have faced a lot of changes to not only our working conditions
and curriculum delivery but to our committee and the structure of our association. As an
association we have embraced and grown from our changing world. Our membership
has skyrocketed, as has our media presence. Some of our major highlights this year have
included: new and improved website, Zoom professional learning, and holding our first state
face to face conference in over six years. In the latter part of the year we have welcomed new
members to the committee and farewelled others. Drama Tasmania is here to stay, and we
are looking forward to growing our numbers even further. We have continued to strengthen
our ties with the University of Tasmania and are in the early stages of planning for another
conference in 2021.

Drama Tasmania Executive
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Kelly Howell (DALO 2016-2020)
2020 has been a year of many challenges and change for all. Within the Drama community this
is especially true as teachers and artists have tried to find ways to keep the connections and
creativity alive. Drama teachers in Tasmania were suddenly required to find innovative ways to
deliver meaningful and authentic Drama lessons online during the learning from home period.
This challenge was met head on by Drama teachers and gave Drama Tasmania the opportunity
to facilitate resources, including the creation of a fantastic section of the Drama Tasmania
website that was dedicated to lessons and units specifically for online learning. For Drama
Tasmania there have been many changes within our committee and the ways we work as an
organisation, the silver lining being that COVID has pushed the Drama Tasmania committee to
review, rethink and rework how we can best serve our members. The committee has gratefully
welcomed Michelle Weeding, Nicola Collins and Tammy Giblin back into the fold and with the
expertise and experience of these wonderful women alongside the existing members, fantastic
progress has been made. Our State Conference “Action Packed” was held in September in
Hobart and the line-up was spectacular, including professional practitioners such as Marta
Dusseldorp, Ben Winspear, Justin Kurzel, Guy Hooper, Jane Longhurst, Sara Cooper and Bella
Young, along with workshops by generous teacher colleagues. The committee is looking strong
and the future of Drama Tasmania is most definitely in experienced hands.

Marty Crerar (newly elected DALO)
Sincere gratitude to Kelly Howell for her 4 years of joyful and impactful service as DALO for
Drama Tasmania. Her energy and enthusiasm for our craft and the importance of drama
education for students inspire and energise us, especially through this difficult year. Our recent
conference, bringing together drama educators and professional practitioners in person, was
rich and thrilling – a sign of a strong future of collaboration and connectivity between the arts
and education in Tasmania.
Drama Tasmania is committed to supporting our local theatre companies and makers in the
reality of this challenging time for the Arts industry, and we look forward to attending future
productions and performances as Tasmania looks to reopening theatres and performance
spaces in creative and COVID-safe ways. The Royal Botanical Gardens is looking set for the usual
garden shows this summer (touch wood), and the beloved Princess Theatre in Launceston has
performers gracing its floorboards in different ways already, with many companies excitedly
planning 2021 seasons.
We are grateful to the support of our fellow state associations, particularly Drama Vic and Drama
Queensland, who offered advice, mentoring, resources and collaboration in our rebuild, and
look forward to future gatherings in person.
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And we look forward, tentatively and with an open mind in this unpredictable context. Future
priorities include fostering rich and authentic mentoring relationships between members and
nurturing our new and returning colleagues to the drama teaching profession. Another priority
is to work towards a Reconciliation Action Plan for our association, as we look to connect
and celebrate the traditional owners of our state, the Palawa people, especially their culture,
languages and arts.
We look forward to the National Conference hosted by Drama Queensland in April, 2021,
where we can all celebrate our resilience, determination and creativity under extraordinary
circumstances. Elbow hugs to all.
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President: Mark Bunnett
Drama Australia Liaison Officer: Kate Dyer

This year Drama Territory really wanted to expand and grow now that our association has
been up and running for three years. We hit the ground running at the beginning of the year
with 30 members and 10 volunteers on the committee. The committee’s first task was to
create a five year strategic plan, which included our opportunity to host the Drama Australia
National Conference in 2024. Woohoo! We also wanted to continue providing a wide range of
Professional Development opportunities for our drama educators, as well as allow access to
these opportunities for our rural and remote educators. We are very fortunate to be supported
by the Professional Teachers Association of the NT (PTANT) who have provided us with grants
to fund the Professional Development opportunities that members have enjoyed.
We began the year holding a physical theatre workshop in February, which eight members
attended, led by Zen Zen Zo’s artistic director Nicole Reilly. This was quickly followed up in
March with a workshop led by our committee member Kyle Walmsley who was directing
Browns Mart’s education production of Michael Gow’s Away, which gave a group of teachers
some excellent insight into the production before our students saw it. And then COVID-19
happened… This made it very difficult for us to run any professional development as most of
our presenters are from interstate and the shutdown of public places and events made it even
more difficult to network and support one another in our usual way. What we were able to do
was provide our members with online subscriptions to a number of services as an alternative to
our scheduled Professional Development including Digital Theatre Plus and Australian Plays.
We also signed up 14 members to attend the Drama Victoria online conference, Kaleidoscope,
which was a fantastic opportunity.
The year is coming to a close but we have continued to investigate Professional Development
opportunities for members and plans are underway to conduct a face to face workshop with
well-known Northern Territory playwright Maryanne Butler and also a Shakespeare workshop
with newly formed Tainted Theatre in conjunction with their upcoming production of Twelfth
Night in December.
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Drama Territory has created a strong network of teachers and artists who support one another
which is important in the NT where there is often only one drama teacher in a school, or people
work in regional and remote locations. We aim to continue to look for ways to attract and
support members in regional and remote locations and encourage more teachers, especially
from primary schools, to join and take advantage of what Drama Territory has to offer.

Our Physical Theatre Workshop with
Nicole Riley of Zen Zen Zo

Drama Territory President Mark Bunnett
and Nicole Riley of Zen Zen Zo

Teacher workshop as part of Browns
Mart’s Education Program of AWAY by
Michael Gow, presented by committee
member and director, Kyle Walmsley

Drama Territory Committee creating our
Strategic Plan 2020-2024
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President
What 2020 has truly shown to me, is the generosity and collegiately of the drama education
community; how in a year of adversity and stress on our teachers we banded together to
support each other. Drama and theatre are at their core practical, collaborative and embodied.
The difficulty that our community faced in teaching from behind a computer screen was heard
by Drama Victoria and we rose to the challenge. The Committee of Management of Drama
Victoria stepped up when the pandemic forced us into remote teaching. They developed free
resources for our members and collated resources for non-members. We developed a series
of remote teaching videos in collaboration with the Department of Education. Our greater
community also displayed a generous spirit through supporting each other through our social
media networks. I sincerely thank the Drama Victoria committee, our Director of Programs, our
Administrator and the Victorian education community for caring for each other.

Vice President/DALO
What an amazing year of survival under extreme circumstances! As we know so well in our
work with Drama/Theatre Studies students, impediments provide opportunities for creative
and inventive solutions. I can honestly say that Drama Victoria has embraced any setbacks
in these, for want of a better word, ‘unprecedented’ times and has not only survived but
thrived. Our member numbers have grown due to the prompt response from our Committee
of Management in assisting teachers with online workshops and resources. Our yearly face
to face state conference, which is always a hub of fervent activity for delegates in meeting,
sharing, learning and regenerating practices, had to be transformed into an online event and
at an earlier date. We had estimated a conservative 150 and reached 214 participants from
across many borders. I feel very privileged and proud to be part of such a committed and
caring association.
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Drama Victoria Theatre Festival
Despite a tumultuous year, the Drama Victoria Theatre Festival team successfully adapted to
new circumstances and produced an online festival. Fortunately, we were able to run Stimulus
Workshops in person just before COVID-19 really struck Australia. In June, students from
thirteen schools shared their creative responses to Gunaikurnai/Yamatji dancer Brent Watkins’
Culture Evolves through our private Vimeo channel. We are enormously proud of everyone
involved in this year’s festival.
Drama Victoria is a proud contributor to the new resource Teaching First Nations content and
concepts in the Drama classroom: Advice for teachers in Victorian schools, which was published
at the end of 2019 and unanimously endorsed in early 2020 by the full council of the Victorian
Aboriginal Education Association Inc. (VAEAI). Teaching First Nations content and concepts has
guided our development of the Drama Victoria Theatre Festival over the past two years, and
we are excited to see it being more widely used in schools, as well as being promoted by our
co-contributors ILBIJERRI Theatre Company and Monash University, and by peak education
bodies such as the VCAA, ACARA, and VAEAI. Monash University will be holding a launch event
for the resource, supported by Drama Victoria and ILBIJERRI on Tuesday 10th November.
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Conference 2020
Drama Victoria stepped into the unknown in 2020 and presented their first ever virtual
state conference on September 11 and 12. It was a direct response to the times and to our
members who were eager to gather and engage in rich professional learning and networking.
Kaleidoscope: shifting perspectives in Drama education invited contributions from drama
educators, industry professionals and researchers. The opening evening offered a wonderful
theatre panel keynote, the Drama Victoria Awards, and a virtual performance. The full day
event on the 12th offered four simultaneous streams of workshops, presentations, discussion
and research papers. Over 200 delegates and presenters from Australia and internationally
participated in an event that was well produced and, importantly, responded to Drama
education and professional learning needs. It was an incredible achievement.
Meg Upton and Jane Carter, Co-Conference Directors
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President: Brooke van Aalen
Drama Australia Liaison Officer: Felicity Glendinning

State Conference 2019 ‘Dandjoo’
Kylie Bracknell together with Richard Walley opened our conference with a powerful Welcome
to Country and Keynote. In her keynote, Kylie continued our conversation about how we as
Drama educators ‘walk together, learn together and play together’. Through this journey, our
DramaWest community were introduced to the word ‘Nih’, which means ‘listen’, one of the first
words children learn growing up. ‘Nih’ is not just listening with your ears but also with your
eyes, with your aura.

Welcome to Country by Kylie Bracknell together with Richard Walley
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When we are doing Drama, it is not just verbal, it expands to other parts of the body and into
the spirit. Kylie explained that before we can communicate, we have to connect to community,
and to our students. Once the connections are made then the communication starts. These
ideas prompted many conversations during breaks and collaborative sessions about how
these ideas connect with our beliefs around the Drama experience. Other opportunities were
presented at the conference such as yarning circles, and catering using local bush foods
continued to focus delegates on the conference theme.
Western Australia Drama educators, with the support of elders, artists and organisations such
as Yirra Yaakin continue to develop strategies to explore and celebrate the contribution of First
Nations people.

Kylie Bracknell delivering her Conference keynote

DramaWest Rebranding
We kicked off 2020 by launching the rebranding of DramaWest. Our mission was to encompass
our core values as an organisation and represent our unique context here in Western Australia.
The coloured pebble shapes were inspired by our 2019 Conference ‘Dandjoo’ and our vision to
unite and connect such a large state, with many different regions, communities, and contexts.
As the colours collide, they create middle ground and new colours are born, something we
strive to achieve as a committee. The rich colour scheme and overall shape are reminders
of the array of stunning Western Australian landscapes that we call home. With DramaWest
stemming from our community into the rest of Australia, it shows our passion to connect with
our fellow state Drama organisations and Drama Australia.
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DramaWest Written and Practical Good Answers Guide
Following on from the success of the 2019 Written Good Answers Guide, DramaWest worked
hard this year to produce both a Written and Practical Good Answers Guide for ATAR Drama
students and teachers. Our 2020 Written guide was designed to be a companion for our past
guide, allowing students the opportunity to consolidate and approach questions in a guided
and supported manner. Good Answer samples from the 2019 Drama ATAR Written Examination
were also included to encourage students to consider how candidates had responded in past
questions and identify the key successful elements within each response. The development
of the Practical Good Answers Guide allowed students and teachers to view three students
as they engaged with the Drama ATAR course examination. Each video contained a complete
student performance with detailed annotations about what makes their work worth closer
study. The video resource also included interviews with all three students with advice about
how to prepare for the upcoming ATAR course examinations (practical) for Drama. Both works
have been well received by the DramaWest and teaching community and we look forward to
beginning work on the 2021 editions.

COVID-19 Response
Given the impacts of COVID-19, social media and online platforms have been pivotal in
communicating with our members. We have established a Facebook page to promote key
events and share pressing news and information. Our Instagram platform has further helped
us to stay relevant in what is already a tech-saturated world. To assist educators with the shift
towards online learning, we created a group where teachers could share resources and reflect
on key learning experiences. During the April school holidays, our committee filmed and edited
bite-size videos of key topics to be used in classrooms across Western Australia. During these
challenging times, members have turned to us for guidance and assistance with professional
resources and classroom materials.
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